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ABSTRACT
The IEEE 802.11 Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN), commonly known
as Wi-Fi, has emerged as a popular internet access technology and researchers
are continuously working on improvement of the quality of service (QoS) in
WLAN by proposing new and efficient schemes. Voice and video over Inter-
net Protocol (VVoIP) applications are becoming very popular in Wi-Fi enabled
portable/handheld devices because of recent technological advancements and
lower service costs. Different from normal voice and video streaming, these
applications demand symmetric throughput for the upstream and downstream.
Existing Wi-Fi standards are optimised for generic internet applications and
fail to provide symmetric throughput due to traffic bottleneck at access points .
Performance analysis and benchmarking is an integral part of WLAN research,
and in the majority of the cases, this is done through computer simulation using
popular network simulators such as Network Simulator  2 (NS-2) or OPNET.
While computer simulation is an excellent approach for saving time and money,
results generated from computer simulations do not always match practical ob-
servations. This is why, for proper assessment of the merits of a proposed system
in WLAN, a trial on a practical hardware platform is highly recommended and
is often a requirement. In this thesis work, with a view to address the above
mentioned challenges for facilitating VoIP and VVoIP services over Wi-Fi, two
key contributions are made: i) formulating a suitable medium access control
(MAC) protocol to address symmetric traffic scenario and ii) firmware devel-
opment of this newly devised MAC protocol for real WLAN hardware. The
proposed solution shows significant improvements over existing standards by
supporting higher number of stations with strict QoS criteria. The proposed
hardware platform is available off-the-shelf in the market and is a cost effective
3
way of generating and evaluating performance results on a hardware system.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Wireless networks have shown an explosive growth in the last two decades
and wireless local area network (WLAN) technology, commonly known as Wi-
Fi, has been the pioneer of all wireless technologies. Deployment of WLANs was
initially restricted by security requirements and lack of standards, but recent ad-
vancements in wireless technologies have overcome these limitations, which has
lead to a rapid penetration of Wi-Fi technology into the consumer and enterprise
markets. According to the Wi-Fi Alliance [1], about 200 million households use
Wi-Fi networks and there are more than 750,000 Wi-Fi hotspots worldwide.
Cellular operators are considering the proliferation of WLAN as the leading in-
terface to meet the surging mobile data usages, and standards for an integration
of cellular networks and WLAN are under development. Another communica-
tion sector that has been growing very rapidly is the voice over internet protocol
(VoIP) technology. The VoIP technology has revolutionised the voice communi-
cation and offers a low cost service for both domestic and international telephone
calls. Considering the growing popularity and penetration of Wi-Fi and VoIP
technologies, numerous market research firms forecast VoIP over Wi-Fi as one of
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the biggest communication industries in the near future. This chapter includes a
brief introduction to these two technologies, challenges towards the integration
of these two technologies, and motivation behind this research work.
1.1 Wireless Network
A wireless network exchanges information without wires between two or more
networking capable computers or other devices through radio waves. There are
a variety of instruments available which use different approaches to wirelessly
exchange the network data using radio waves. Mobile networks, wireless wide
area network (WWAN), wireless metropolitan area network (WMAN), wireless
mesh network and wireless local area network (WLAN) are the commonly im-
plemented topologies of wireless network. Mobile networks now-a-days support
3.5G telecommunications standards and routinely carry internet data, video,
and mobile TV data in addition to the voice conversations [2]. WWAN covers
large areas with the help of multiple access points making point-to-point com-
munications. These networks are used to connect remote offices of a business
or a public internet system. WMAN are typically used to connect a city or
large campus with the help of multiple local area networks (LANs). WiMAX is
an example of WMAN which is defined in the IEEE 802.16 standard. WLAN
provides data connectivity to a computer or other capable device with an access
point (AP) for the access of internet services and sharing of content. The IEEE
802.11 standard defines guidelines for both AP and the clients to make these
devices plug-and-play in any WLAN system. WLANs are easy to set-up and
maintain and enable both technical and non-technical users to connect with the
internet world. We can imagine that the time is not far away when all corners
of a city will be covered by Wi-Fi connectivity. WLAN technology for internet
access is rapidly spreading, and due to an increasing popularity, it is being im-
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plemented in most consumer electronics instruments e.g. mobile phones, TVs,
laptops, gaming devices, printers, and CCTVs . As these devices support mul-
timedia applications, the user expects the Wi-Fi to deliver this extra load of
multimedia traffic along legacy text based data. The user also expects a seam-
less and fast connectivity in the Wi-Fi network as in a wired network, which
leads to various technical challenges. Section 1.3 discusses the key challenges in
WLAN and various proposed solutions.
1.2 Growth of Multimedia Traffic in WLAN
The internet traffic pattern has been significantly changed from text based to
heavy multimedia traffic [3], and the number of users are also multiplying every
year. It is evident that the growth of internet traffic is heavily dominated by an
increase in video data. A research conducted by Cisco, Cisco Visual Forecast
2010-2015 [4], found that one million minutes of video per second would be
transmitted by 2015. This report states that - Global advanced video traffic,
including three-dimensional (3-D) and high-definition TV (HDTV), is projected
to increase 14 times between 2010 and 2015. Business IP video conferencing is
projected to grow sixfold over the forecast period, growing more than two times as
fast as overall business IP traffic, at a compounded annual growth rate (CAGR)
of 41 percent from 2010 to 2015 . Applications like YouTube, Skype video
telephony, internet protocol TV (IPTV), video surveillance and smartphones
are few to be named as the key contributors towards IP multimedia traffic.
VoIP and VVoIP communication traffic is continuously growing even on low
bandwidth networks like WLAN because of technological advancements in voice
and video compression technology as well as low operational costs. Moreover,
the IP communication is rapidly increasing both in home gateways and business
environments. Skype is becoming very popular as a tool to facilitate IP voice
18
Figure 1.1: A typical video IP telephony application scenario
and video calls over smartphones, computers and TV [5]. Skype had an average
of 124 million connected users per month in the second quarter of 2010 and
Skype subscribers made 95 billion minutes of voice and video calls in the first
half of 2010, approximately 40% of which was video [6]. A survey done by IDC
[7] predicts that there will be close to half a billion personal IP communication
subscribers with more than $5 billion annual spending in 2012. A typical video
IP telephony scenario where multiple clients are connected with an access point
is depicted in Fig. 1.1. Considering the huge IP communication market volume
and the fact that more than 50% of communications is now becoming wireless
[7], new strategies and tools should be developed to meet the challenges and
19
maintain the high QoS in a WLAN environment.
1.3 WLAN Challenges
WLAN is a widely used technology in communication networks for numerous
applications such as internet access, data transfer, content sharing servers, IP
telephony and video surveillance. Wireless technology is rapidly becoming a pre-
ferred mode of data transfer due to its support for high mobility, less deployment
time and lower cost. Access through wireless medium, however, offers a range of
research challenges. For example, it can cause a high percentage of packet colli-
sions, and high packet delay variation [8]. The performance of WLAN systems
primarily depends upon the RF characteristics and the channel access scheme.
In the last decade, WLAN technologies have made tremendous progress and the
IEEE 802.11 committee has made commendable achievements while enhanc-
ing the RF performance and developing the IEEE 802.11n standard capable of
providing dramatically increased throughput. The IEEE 802.11n amendment
recommends many enhancements like Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output (MIMO)
antenna configurations, orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)
modulation technique and wider channels that improve the throughput, RF cov-
erage and overall reliability. The channel access scheme described as medium
access control (MAC) layer in the IEEE 802.11 standard is a significant attribute
of performance criteria, which defines the admission control policy, scheduling
and the overheads. The MAC protocol decides the time of network data delivery
to the radio module of WLAN card and hence, plays an important role in QoS
provisioning of the wireless network where the channel bandwidth is limited.
The IEEE 802.11 WLAN standard for MAC [9] recommends several schemes
for channel access in the Wi-Fi enabled devices. The IEEE 802.11 distributed
coordination function (DCF) can not provide QoS to real-time traffic like voice
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and video because of a fixed contention window (CW) for all traffic categories.
Whereas, the IEEE 802.11e recommends guidelines to provide QoS to the mul-
timedia traffic by providing it a higher priority than the text based data or
the background data that is given a lower priority. The IEEE 802.11e de-
fines methodologies to achieve QoS using enhanced distributed channel access
(EDCA) function and hybrid coordinated channel access (HCCA) function.
Among these, EDCA is mostly implemented in WLAN systems to provide
prioritised channel access by dividing data into four access categories: voice
(AC_VO), video (AC_VI), background (AC_BK) and best effort (AC_BE).
However, in terms of QoS for symmetric data, experiments [10] show that the
EDCA scheme can not provide enough bandwidth for downstream traffic, hence
a true symmetric QoS can not be achieved. The efficiency of a MAC protocol
depends upon the number of clients, and traffic pattern in the upstream and
downstream directions. Whereas, the traditional technologies are becoming in-
effective because of recent big shift in network traffic patterns. In this work, we
have developed a polling-based MAC scheduler which works on traffic symme-
try pattern, and controls the upstream and downstream transmission intervals.
This new MAC considers the maximum end-to-end delay limit for the multime-
dia packet delivery and provides a polling cycle that can meet the pledged QoS
for its clients. The other related theories that focus on the improvement of the
MAC protocol have been discussed in Chapter 2.
1.4 Research Objectives
As discussed above, VVoIP applications and video streaming is going to
significantly contribute to network IP traffic in the next decade. The band-
width requirements for the upstream and downstream traffic have been changed
with the convergence of data, voice and video over IP. For example, video
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telephony requires equal bandwidths for the upstream and downstream traffic,
however, IPTV applications have more downstream traffic than the upstream,
whereas, applications such as music and content sharing servers have greater up-
stream bandwidth requirements than the downstream. Therefore, a real-time
co-ordination is required for better resource management as per the applica-
tion's traffic demand and to avoid collisions among wireless stations operating
in the same service area. This work focuses on the development of a new MAC
protocol which addresses the channel access challenges due to VVoIP traffic in
the WLANs. The new MAC achieves a better performance than the traditional
MAC schemes by minimising packet collisions and the transmission overheads.
WLAN research is primarily driven by researchers in academia and many
small research centres. Due to the limited support for practical communica-
tion infrastructures, the researchers mostly use computer simulations as tools
to build, evaluate and verify their proposed performance enhancement schemes.
The behavior and characteristics of the new models can be predicted with sim-
ulators in a controlled environment, which is governed by numerous stochastic
models [11, 12, 13]. The choice of a fixed set of stochastic models that depicts the
most realistic scenario is a largely debated topic. For example, random numbers
used in simulations are generated by computers, since a computer is a determin-
istic system, it often fall short to produce true random numbers [14, 15]. The
computer follows a set of instructions that does not change, or uses constantly
changing parameters, such as the time, in order to generate random numbers.
Thus, according to many researchers, true random phenomenon of a system can
not be modeled by a computer. For practical implementations and commercial-
isation, providing a proof-of-concept on a real hardware platform is essential.
The process of selecting the right hardware is not trivial and researchers need
to carefully consider numerous attributes such as the cost, availability of open
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source code, maturity of hardware, integrated development environment (IDE)
and time for development. It can be noted that most commercially available
hardware does not provide access to source code of the lower layers, especially
MAC and physical layer (PHY). Currently, two hardware platforms are pri-
marily used for WLAN research: i) wireless open access research platform for
networks (WARPnet) developed by Rice university [16], and ii) CalRADIO1
[17]. Details of these two platforms are discussed in Section 2.2. CalRADIO1
is a very basic prototype design and not suitable for implementing advanced
MAC techniques. In comparison, WARPnet is an efficient platform for WLAN
research, but it is very expensive and often not affordable for implementing a
WLAN scenario that includes numerous nodes. These reasons motivated this
work to conduct a research on cost effective platforms and solutions that can
be used for implementing and testing of advanced MAC protocols in a WLAN.
1.5 Research Contributions
The contributions of this thesis are in two key areas: development of an
efficient MAC protocol for VVoIP applications, and the development of an em-
bedded platform for MAC protocol validation. Each of these are described
below.
1.5.1 Development of an Efficient MAC Protocol for VVoIP
Applications
In this work, we propose a point-coordinated round-robin MAC scheduler
with a better designed service interval cycle (i.e. polling cycle) after taking into
account International Telecommunication Union (ITU-T) recommendations and
the symmetric nature of VVoIP traffic. This new MAC scheduler has been
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named as TI-MAC (Traffic Intelligent - MAC). Chapter 3 describes the TI-
MAC protocol in detail with an example. The proposed algorithm provides
better synchronisation between AP and stations (STAs), deterministic IP packet
transfer delay (IPTD) and very low IP packet delay variation (IPDV), commonly
known as jitter. The proposed algorithm has been implemented using the 802.11
packet formats, and embedded in Atheros chipset based hardware. The IEEE
802.11e EDCA is the usual QoS scheme in commercial routers. Thus, we have
undertaken a performance comparison against the IEEE 802.11e EDCA on the
same hardware platform.
1.5.2 Development of an Embedded Platform for MAC
Protocol Validation
This work presents an Atheros SoC based hardware platform embedded with
firmware built from an open source Linux software stack, and the related testbed
environment. The hardware is easily available in the retail market, and provides
a convenient way to build a link with a Host-PC for programming and debugging
purposes. The complete source code for various networking layers is available
from OpenWRT website [18]. We have used the Atheros's ath9k device driver
module [19], which is available as Open Source in Linux distribution, to imple-
ment the TI-MAC algorithm and to demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed
hardware platform. The ath9k device driver comes with the IEEE 802.11e
EDCA compliant QoS implementation. Therefore, this platform is also suit-
able for comparing the performance of newly developed MAC protocols against
the 802.11e EDCA. This hardware platform and the related embedded software
development is described in Chapter 4.
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1.6 Thesis Structure
Chapter 1 Introduction Describes the growth of multimedia traffic inWLANs,
motivation behind this research, the contributions to this research, and the
structure of this thesis.
Chapter 2 Background and Literature Review Presents an overview of
literature review. This chapter discusses the IEEE 802.11 WLAN standard and
the various channel access schemes e.g. DCF, PCF, EDCA and HCCA. This
chapter also discusses about the hardware platforms available for the imple-
mentation and evaluation of new MAC protocols. This chapter finishes with an
introduction to real-time IP traffic attributes.
Chapter 3 Traffic Intelligent MAC (TI-MAC) Describes the proposed
MAC scheduler for real-time applications. This chapter discusses the motivation
behind TI-MAC and its functional specifications. This chapter also presents the
admission control policy of TI-MAC which is followed by an example of Skype
video telephony.
Chapter 4 Netgear Hardware and TI-MAC Firmware Development
Presents an off-the-shelf available WLAN router manufactured by Netgear and a
Linux distribution, called OpenWRT. This chapter describes the internal hard-
ware details of this router followed by various steps to set-up an OpenWRT
based embedded platform for the firmware development and debugging. This
chapter also describes network architecture implemented in OpenWRT stack
and the functional flow in the path of packet transmission and reception. The
source code of TI-MAC scheduler is presented in appendix A.
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Chapter 5 Test Set-up and Characterisation Presents the testbed set-up
for TI-MAC performance evaluation. This chapter describes two test scenarios
for video IP telephony at image resolutions: i) 128×96, and ii) 352×288. This
chapter also presents various graphs, which show the results achieved with TI-
MAC and the IEEE 802.11 EDCA. This is followed by a result analysis for both
test scenarios.
Chapter 6 Conclusion and Future Works Presents a summary of the con-
tributions of this work, related literature, test scenarios and results, and suggests
ideas for future work.
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Chapter 2
Background and Literature
Review
As discussed in Chapter 1, WLANs are gaining popularity both in home and
business environments. The IEEE 802 standard committee defines the recom-
mendations for the WLAN systems to make various devices compatible with
each other and released the first WLAN standard in 1997 as the IEEE 802.11.
This standard incorporates the guidelines for WLAN device manufacturers for
the implementation of the MAC and PHY protocols. The committee in the
subsequent years released various amendments such as the IEEE 802.11/a/b/g
to support higher data rates and OFDM for better reception. The initial stan-
dards did not focus on the QoS for multimedia applications which are sensitive
to real-time attributes such as delay and jitter. In 2005, the IEEE 802.11e
amendments were approved by the committee to provide an enhanced QoS for
the real-time multimedia traffic. This chapter discusses various MAC schemes
in the IEEE 802.11 standards and other related works that have been done to
improve the QoS experience for multimedia traffic. This chapter also discusses
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available hardware options for the WLAN research and their limitations.
2.1 Background Study of MAC Related Work
The IEEE 802.11 is commonly adopted MAC and PHY standard in Wi-Fi com-
mercial systems. DCF, PCF, EDCA and HCCA are the various MAC protocols
defined in this standard. This section presents an overview on functional speci-
fications of the these protocols and their QoS performance. A point-coordinated
channel access scheme named wireless token network (WTN) proposed by Cen-
tre For Communications and Engineering Research (CCER), Edith Cowan Uni-
versity (ECU) has also been discussed here [20]. This is followed by a discussion
on other related work published by various researchers.
2.1.1 The IEEE 802.11 WLAN Standard
The IEEE 802.11 standard [9] defines MAC and PHY specifications for wireless
connectivity for fixed, portable and moving stations (STA) in a service area.
Specifically, this standard:
 describes the functions and services required by the IEEE 802.11 compliant
devices to operate in ad-hoc and infrastructure networks.
 defines the MAC protocol to support the asynchronous MAC service data
units (MSDU) delivery services.
 defines several PHY signaling techniques and interface functions controlled
by the IEEE 802.11 MAC.
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Figure 2.1: The IEEE 802.11 system architecture
 defines the requirements and procedures for data confidentiality in wireless
medium.
The IEEE 802.11 standard committee defines the MAC functions that are based
upon CSMA/CA (Carrier Sensing Multiple Access / Collision Avoidance). Each
data-frame transmitted by a STA can be acknowledged by an acknowledgment
(ACK) packet from the recipient. `No ACK' is considered as packet undelivered
and must be retransmitted by the source STA. The collision avoidance is pri-
marily achieved by physical channel sensing, inter-frame spacing and a random
back-off contention window (CW). There is also a provision of request to send
(RTS) and clear to send (CTS) frames which can be used to avoid collisions
from hidden STAs. The IEEE 802.11 did not define any guidelines to achieve
QoS until the emergence of the IEEE 802.11e draft. A typical IEEE 802.11
system elements are shown in Fig. 2.1 [9].
The key elements in an 802.11 network are as follows:
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Station (STA): Any device that contains the IEEE 802.11 compliant MAC
and PHY interface to the wireless medium (WM).
Access Point (AP): Any entity that has STA functionality and provides
access to the distribution services, via the wireless medium (WM) for associated
STAs.
Basic Service Set (BSS): A set of STAs that have successfully synchro-
nised with an access point. Two or more BSS are connected via a wired network
through access points.
Distribution System Service (DSS): The set of services provided by the
distribution system (DS) that enable the MAC to transport MSDUs between
the STAs that are not in direct communication with each other over a single
instance of the WM. These services include: i) transport of MSDUs between the
access points (APs) of basic service sets (BSSs) within an extended service set
(ESS), ii) transport of MSDUs between portals and BSSs within an ESS, and iii)
transport of MSDUs between STAs in the same BSS in cases where the MSDU
has a multicast or broadcast destination address or where the destination is an
individual address and the STA is associated with an AP.
Extended Service Set (ESS): A set of one or more interconnected basic
service sets (BSSs) that appears as a single BSS to the logical link control (LLC)
layer at any STA associated with one of those BSSs.
2.1.2 Quality of service (QoS) in WLAN
The guaranteed QoS specifications [21] were drafted by Internet Engineer-
ing Task Force (IETF) in September, 1997. This specification describes the
network element behaviour required to deliver a guaranteed service e.g. guaran-
teed delay and bandwidth in the internet. Guaranteed service provides firm and
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mathematically provable bounds on end-to-end datagram queuing delays. This
service makes it possible to provide a service that guarantees both delay and
bandwidth. There are primarily two types of delay in packet transmission: i) a
fixed delay (e.g. transmission delays), and ii) a queuing delay. The fixed delay
is a property of the chosen path, which is determined not by guaranteed service,
but by the routing mechanism. Only queuing delay, which generally results in
jitter, is determined by guaranteed service. Guaranteed service guarantees that
datagrams arrive within the guaranteed delivery time and are not discarded due
to queue overflows, provided that the traffic stays within its pledged traffic pa-
rameters. This service is intended for applications which need a firm guarantee
that a datagram arrives no later than a certain time after it was transmitted
by its source. For example, the audio and video "play-back" applications are
intolerant of any datagram arriving after their play-back time. Applications
that have hard real-time requirements also require guaranteed service.
QoS provisioning is a very challenging task in WLAN systems. Packet colli-
sions, delay and jitter are the key areas to be addressed in a WLAN system [22].
Initial development of the IEEE 802.11 does not consider much about guaran-
teed QoS for throughput and delay sensitive multimedia applications. The IEEE
802.11 defines two MAC functions: i) DCF (Distributed Coordinated Function)
and ii) PCF (Point Coordinated Function). The PCF is seldom implemented
because of high complexity and lack of robustness [23]. In addition, it may
result in poor performance as demonstrated in [24, 25]. Presently, the IEEE
802.11e working group is working on delivering guaranteed QoS for real-time
applications.
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2.1.3 Distributed Coordinated Function (DCF) in IEEE
802.11 and QoS Performance
In DCF, all STAs wait for a common DCF Inter-frame Space (DIFS) period
once the channel is sensed idle by the network hardware. STAs further wait
for a random back-off period slot in the interval [0, CW ]. The random back-off
slot is used to avoid a potential possibility of conflicts among the STAs sensing
the channel and ready to send data after DIFS at the same time. The range
of random function which calculates the random back-off time is same for all
STAs and all traffic categories. In this model, the probability of having the
same random number and hence collision, increases with an increase in number
of STAs. Moreover, all types of traffic are hosted equally and queued in a single
queue. The real-time data has to wait for the clearance of the front queue data
before being sent over-the-air, and at some occasions may have to wait for a
longer time than the accepted upper bound of delivery time. Thus, the DCF is
highly unsuitable for video IP telephony applications where the clients and the
access point continuously send data due to higher data rate requirements. Fig.
2.2 [9] shows a typical timing cycle in 802.11 DCF medium access mechanism.
2.1.4 The IEEE 802.11e Standard for QoS
The IEEE 802.11e [9] standard defines a mechanism for QoS provisioning in
WLAN systems which was not addressed in the IEEE 802.11. It provides two
access control functions to support QoS: i) Hybrid Coordination Function (HCF)
Channel Access (HCCA) for controlled access, and ii) Enhanced Distributed
Channel Access (EDCA) for distributed access.
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Figure 2.2: DCF timing cycle diagram
2.1.4.1 Hybrid Coordination Function (HCF) Channel Access (HCCA)
HCCA [26] in the IEEE 802.11e is a medium access method that is de-
signed to provide hard and parametrised QoS guarantee for critical applications.
HCCA works on the concept of bandwidth reservation for the stations and is
controlled by a hybrid coordinator (HC). The IEEE 802.11e HCCA introduces
a concept of Traffic Stream (TS), where TS is a set of MAC protocol data units
(MPDUs) to be delivered subject to QoS parameters in a traffic specifications
(TSPEC). A non-access point (non-AP) STA based on its TSPEC requirements
requests the HC for TXOPs , both for its own transmissions as well as for trans-
missions from the AP to itself. The HC, which is collocated at the AP, either
accepts or rejects the request based on an admission control policy. If the re-
quest is accepted, the HC schedules TXOPs for both the AP and the non-AP
STA. A STA can request for maximum eight TSs with AP. All of these TSs are
serviced by TXOPs at a fixed scheduled service interval (SI). The IEEE 802.11e
HCCA only provides recommendations rather than a compliance standard, and
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hence, due to non-availability of any industry standard HCCA scheduler, HCCA
is not widely implemented in wireless LAN systems.
2.1.4.2 Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA)
EDCA of the IEEE 802.11e defines a mechanism for channel access based
on traffic category. As per this mechanism, the traffic is divided into four
categories with different priorities: i) Background (AC_BK, Lowest priority),
ii) Best Effort (AC_BE), iii) Video (AC_VI), and iv) Voice (AC_VO, Highest
Priority). The differentiation of services to each traffic category is achieved by
the following parameters:
 amount of time a STA senses the channel to be idle before backoff or
transmission.
 the length of the contention window to be used for the backoff.
 the duration a STA may transmit after it acquires the channel.
EDCA resolves the problem of contentions among different traffic inside the
station queues. However, if all the STAs have traffic of equal priority in their
transmit queues and want channel access, wireless channel contention becomes
similar to DCF. This leads to obvious problems of DCF, e.g. packet collisions,
random packet transfer delay and jitter. Moreover, EDCA is not a viable so-
lution for symmetric traffic. Authors in [10] show that the upstream traffic is
served well in EDCA, but the downstream throughput is not sufficient for good
quality video. This work also observed the same behavior in the hardware test
set-up based evaluation. Therefore, a true QoS can not be delivered by EDCA.
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2.1.5 Wireless Token Network (WTN)
Wireless Token Network [10], [20] is a point coordinated Medium Access
Control protocol proposed by Wyatt et al at CCER, ECU. WTN is a time
division multiplexed (TDM) token passing network with an admission control
mechanism. Due to the TDM nature of the upstream and downstream traffic
at the AP, WTN provides a dedicated window of network access time to the
AP's traffic (i.e. downstream). The network is centralised with all management
functions residing and running in the AP. A client can not send the MSDU
unless it holds a valid token, thus removing the possibility of collisions.
However, WTN has the following limitations:
 The timing cycle considered for evaluation has a duration of 130 ms, which
leaves very little room for end-to-end delay [27].
 There is no mechanism for token recovery. In the case of a token being
lost, the whole TXOP will be missed for the respective client.
 The downstream time reserved in the polling cycle is roughly twice the
upstream time, whereas, the total data for the upstream and downstream
is nearly the same. It shows a lack of synchronisation between the AP and
STAs.
This work has considered WTN a reference model and provided the improve-
ments over WTN after careful considerations of the above mentioned limitations.
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2.1.6 Other Related MAC Works
Symmetric real-time data applications over WLAN have not been adequately
studied and evaluated. Some techniques have been proposed to improve the QoS
for VoIP applications in WLANs. Authors in [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33] pro-
posed various schemes to resolve VoIP issues for voice telephony, but none of
them addressed the issues arising from the symmetric nature of VoIP traffic. In
video IP telephony, the problem is different because it demands more bandwidth
and has symmetric traffic, which makes the scenario more complex. In [34], au-
thors evaluated a video conferencing scenario over the IEEE 802.11g using DCF
and EDCA, but did not propose any enhancement. Authors in [35, 36], [37],
[38], [39], [40] proposed various schemes to support voice and video over WLAN
but for one-way streaming only. In [41], Bejerano et al. solve the problem of
downstream traffic bottlenecks in AP by decreasing CWmin, but they assumed a
video streaming scenario and ignored the upstream traffic. In [42], authors pro-
posed an adaptive polling scheme to allocate transmission opportunity (TXOP)
periods to upstream traffic, but for downstream traffic, EDCA is used, which
does not provide an acceptable QoS experience for receiving stations.
In [43], authors clearly defined a symmetric voice and video scenario, and
they proposed a scheme where video quality suffered while serving voice. They
temporarily assigned a higher priority to the AP to resolve the downstream
traffic bottlenecks in access category-3 (AC3). By assigning a higher priority to
downstream traffic, the upstream traffic is virtually treated as best-effort traffic.
This approach leads to traffic congestion and more packet collisions during the
upstream transmission. IPDV is an another bottleneck with this approach which
is inherent in EDCA.
Further, the spectralink voice priority (SVP) protocol [44], developed by
Spectralink, gives exceptionally stable connections [10] in the upstream direc-
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tion which would make it suitable for use in unidirectional real-time broadcast
services. However, it cannot support symmetrical bidirectional traffic with high
load.
2.2 Background Study of Hardware Platforms for
WLAN Research
The researchers prefer to implement and test their new algorithms in a hard-
ware to get real-time performance. There are only a few hardware available in
the field of WLAN research. This section presents an overview of such hardware
that are designed for the purpose of research.
2.2.1 Wireless Open-Access Research Platform For Net-
works (WARPnet)  An FPGA Platform
WARPnet, developed by the Centre For Multimedia Communication, Rice
University, is an FPGA based platform for real-time validation of proposed
schemes in 802.11 WLANs. WARPnet has flexibility to customise all the net-
working layers and comes with custom software for PHY and MAC layers. This
platform is also a good solution for PHY level research where it has excellent
flexibility to change the PHY level attributes. In WARPnet, the 802.11 MAC is
implemented in C-code as a simple Carrier Sense Medium Access MAC (CSMA-
MAC) [16] without any traffic prioritised queues. Researchers commonly use
advanced MAC schemes such as the 802.11e EDCA and HCCA as references to
benchmark their own proposed solutions. Both of these schemes are based on
the priority of application traffic, and multiple transmission queues are used for
packet transmission. Therefore, researchers have to implement a priority queue
based soft-MAC from scratch, which requires a reasonable amount of time and
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effort. Moreover, the cost of one FPGA kit is around US$6,500. To implement
a WLAN with single AP and 20 clients, for example, requires 21 FPGA kits,
which costs around US$136,500 in total. This makes WLAN implementation
using WARPnet an expensive proposition, which many academic researchers
may not afford.
2.2.2 CalRADIO1
CalRADIO1 [17] is a low-cost platform used for the 802.11b MAC layer
research purposes. It runs on an ARM7 processor which executes the networking
layer and functions above. The MAC layer is implemented in C-code and is
driven by a TMS320VC5471 Texas Instruments digital signal processor (DSP).
There is a memory-mapped buffer in the DSP which is referenced by both
the ARM7 and the DSP for exchange of data packets and control information.
CalRADIO1 comes with a minimal software development kit which includes a
basic implementation of the MAC protocol. There are no prioritised queues
for different categories of traffic as stated in the IEEE 802.11e to implement
QoS requirements. Therefore, the user has to implement a soft-MAC with
prioritised queues and a software control for priority based transmissions. In
summary, CalRADIO1 is a good low-cost platform for MAC layer development,
but in terms of software availability it comes only with a single queue MAC
implementation.
2.2.3 Sagrad STLC4560 Radio Card with STM32 Eval
Board
This is an integrated solution built upon a STM32 [45] microprocessor eval-
uation board and a wireless radio card manufactured by Sagrad [46], [47]. The
wireless radio card is designed from an STLC4560 [48], a single chip 802.11b/g
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WLAN radio chip. The wireless radio card has a serial peripheral interface (SPI)
and secure digital I/O (SDIO) interfaces to communicate with the host STM32
board. This custom solution has cost advantages but doesn't implement a full
soft-MAC. Some of the MAC functions are implemented in the hardware which
gives no control to the programmer. This hardware comes with a lower MAC
(LMAC) software binary, and a header file which contains only the application
programming interface (API) prototype declarations. There is no access to the
source code of the APIs. Hence, this hardware is not suitable for the new MAC
firmware implementation where control over all parameters is desired.
There are other similar kinds of hardware which are developed on SoC from
Broadcom and Texas Instruments but most often these come with a binary
library of the LMAC rather than full open source code. Open source is an ut-
most requirement for a new MAC scheme to be implemented in software. This
limitation leads us towards evaluating Linux based hardwares. These are, in
general, available with open source code under the GNU public license (GPL).
After careful consideration of different hardware and its suitability for new MAC
scheme development, this work found an AP manufactured by Netgear. This
AP is readily available off-the-shelf at very low price. This hardware can also
be trusted for its reliability and performance characteristics because it is a final
customer product and would have gone through rigorous testing and compliance
checks. Whereas, the research platforms discussed above are in the prototype
stage and may not have gone through the extensive testing of a commercial
product. Chapter 4 describes more in detail about all the features of this hard-
ware.
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2.3 Introduction to Real-Time IP Traffic Attributes
International Telecommunication Union (ITU-T) recommendations [8] Y.1540
and Y.1541 define five IP packet transfer performance parameters. Among these,
IPTD, IPDV and IP packet loss ratio (IPLR) are three major performance eval-
uation criteria for real-time data applications.
A low IPLR is desirable for multimedia packet delivery. For example, H.263
or H.264 compressed video consists of I (Intra Frame), P (Predictive Inter
Frame) and B (Bi-Predictive Inter Frame) frames. Decoding of P frames de-
pends on earlier I or P frames and decoding of B frames depends on earlier and
future frames. A loss of any B or P frames will have a negative and cascaded im-
pact on video quality. Further, real-time packets should be delivered to the final
recipient within an acceptable end-to-end transfer delay (i.e. IPTD ≤ Tmax,
where Tmax is application dependent). An ideal system should have a fixed
end-to-end transfer delay. A variation in IPTD is called IP packet delay vari-
ation (IPDV), and leads to jitter in event synchronisation at the destination.
For example, lip-synch is a common problem while decoding voice and video
because received packets of clock recovery are not referenced with voice and
video events.
Tables 2.1 and 2.2 [8] show the ITU-T's recommended upper bound val-
ues for QoS network performance parameters and guidance for IP QoS classes,
respectively.
Table 2.1: Network Performance Parameters
Network Performance Parameter Class 0 Class 1 Class 2
IPTD (ms) 100 400 100
IPDV (ms) 50 50 U*
IPLR 1x10−3 1x10−3 1x10−3
* - unspecified
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Table 2.2: Guidance for QoS Classes
QoS Class Application
(Example)
Node Mechanism
0 Real-time, Jitter
Sensitive, High
interaction (VoIP, Video
Conferencing)
Separate Queue with
priority servicing
1 Real-time, Jitter
Sensitive, Interaction
(VoIP, Video
Conferencing)
Separate Queues
2 Transaction Data, Highly
Interactive
Separate Queue, Drop
priority
For video IP telephony, throughput requirements mainly depend on the pixel
resolution and compression techniques used at the application layers. If we
consider H.263 image with Y CbCr 4:2:0 profile and H.264 with Y CbCr 4:2:2
profile, with 30 frames per second, Table 2.3 shows approximate bandwidth
requirement for standard ITU image resolutions used in video telephony [49],
[50]. The compressed rates are scaled to the nearest 64 kbps multiple value
to meet ITU-T H.320 [49] requirement. Table 2.4 [42] indicates bandwidth
requirement for voice codecs.
Table 2.3: Image Resolution and Bandwidth Requirement
Resolution H.263 Compressed
Rate (bps)
H.264 Compressed
Rate (bps)
128Ö96 128000 128000
176Ö144 320000 256000
352Ö288 1216000 832000
Table 2.4: Voice Data Bandwidth Requirement
Codec Bit Rate
(kbps)
Payload
(Bytes)
Packet
Duration
(ms)
G.711 64 160/240 20/30
G.723.1 6.4 30 38.5
G.726 32 120 30
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A Wi-Fi multimedia station with H.264 and G.711 codecs will require a
minimum 192 kbps and 896 kbps in each direction to make a video IP call at
128×96 and 352×288 image resolutions, respectively.
2.4 Summary
In this chapter, a background of various MAC schemes in the IEEE 802.11
standard (e.g. DCF, EDCA, HCCA) have been discussed along their short-
comings to address the symmetric traffic nature for VVoIP applications. The
other related works of various researchers have also been summarised here. This
chapter also presents various hardware available for WLAN research and their
limitations. At the end, this chapter highlights an AP which is manufactured by
Netgear and embedded with a firmware image built from a Linux open source
software stack. Finally, a background of various real-time IP traffic attributes
and terminologies has been discussed here, which would be frequently used in
the rest of this thesis.
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Chapter 3
Traffic Intelligent MAC
(TI-MAC)
The TI-MAC is a smart point-coordinated scheduler that provides channel ac-
cess opportunities to the clients as per their agreed parameters. It has a strict
admission control policy where new clients are not entertained so that a pledged
QoS can be provided to the existing clients. At the same time, it provides a
flexibility to the clients to utilise their bandwidth as per the ongoing IP traffic
symmetry ratio. A wireless client has two-directional traffic, called the upstream
and the downstream traffic. The multimedia applications running in an asso-
ciated client may have different ratios of upstream and downstream traffic. A
TI-MAC enabled WLAN client has freedom to use its assigned bandwidth only
for the upstream data, only for the downstream data, or in a shared pattern as
per the amount of upstream and downstream traffic. Thus, TI-MAC provides
an opportunity to the clients to decide the QoS fairness by themselves rather
than via the AP.
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3.1 Motivation Behind TI-MAC
The IEEE 802.11 committee took an initiative to offer QoS in WLAN by draft-
ing the IEEE 802.11e standard, a much needed standard to meet QoS require-
ments for bandwidth and time-delay critical applications. The standard pro-
posed MAC enhancements on the basis of prioritised and parametrised traffics.
Prioritised channel access is provided through the EDCA scheme where a high
channel access probability is given to a higher priority traffic or having higher
QoS constraints than a lower priority traffic. Because of the contention-based
nature, EDCA cannot provide a strict QoS, though it may only provide a rel-
ative QoS. Due to the distributed and non-deterministic behaviour of EDCA,
it is not suitable for real time and performance critical applications (e.g., video
telephony or live streaming).
The HCCA in the IEEE 802.11e standard is another polling based MAC
scheduler developed for providing guaranteed and parametrised QoS to perfor-
mance critical applications. The HCCA is controlled by a hybrid coordinator
(HC) which is collocated with the access point. HCCA introduces a concept
of traffic stream (TS), and each TS is associated with a set of traffic specifi-
cations (TSPEC). The TSPEC for a TS is negotiated by a QoS STA (QSTA)
with the HC, before a TS can be served through HCCA. After the successful
negotiation of the TS, transmission opportunities (TXOP) are granted to the
TS at specific service intervals (SI). A QSTA can negotiate up to eight TSs with
the HC. The length of TXOP is decided by the scheduler on the basis of traffic
information that the HC has for the TS. HCCA also implements an admission
control policy such that if a TS cannot be served with the TSPEC under ne-
gotiations, the access will be denied. Thus, HCCA provides a mechanism for
resource reservation and service intervals to conform to the pledged QoS guar-
antees. However, HCCA has its own disadvantages, which limit its popularity
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in practical systems. Firstly, HCCA demands a complex software architecture
and is not a viable option for resource constrained hardware systems. Secondly,
the negotiation for a TS with the HC requires extra data exchange. This adds
significant overhead. The HCCA is not suitable for short-time traffic streams
because the overhead itself may become equivalent to actual stream data. When
a stream is either under or over utilising resources than the reserved amount,
a new negotiation is required for readjusting resource reservation. The QSTA
does not have the authority itself to readjust the bandwidth within the various
TSs. It is evident that, because of similar kinds of HCCA constraints, there
is hardly a vendor independent HCCA compliant access point available in the
retail market.
The above mentioned limitations of EDCA and HCCA encouraged this work
to develop an efficient MAC scheme, which can offer guaranteed QoS like HCCA
but with minimum overheads, and can control the reserved resources as per the
traffic symmetry requirements of the QSTA.
3.2 TI-MAC - Functional Specifications and Ad-
mission Control
The TI-MAC is a polling cycle based scheduler which is co-located in the ac-
cess point. Similar to the HCCA, the TI-MAC provides collision-free channel
access where a STA is allowed to send the packets only when polled. Each
STA has been considered to have different traffic symmetry in the upstream
and downstream direction. The nature of traffic in each direction may have
different bandwidth requirements. These typically depend upon the type of
application a STA is serving. For example, Wi-Fi enabled video surveillance
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cameras want to upstream more while downstream only requires a few hundred
bytes of data. However, a Wi-Fi enabled home video gateway requires more
downstream bandwidth to send live or on-demand video streams but only few
hundred bytes of user request data are needed in the upstream. As discussed
earlier, video telephony application ideally needs equal bandwidth in each di-
rection. The TI-MAC uses a mechanism of resource reservation to satisfy QoS
guarantees, where the STAs have full control over utilising the reserved resources
as per its current traffic requirements.
ITU-T recommendations Y.1540 and Y.1541 define five IP packet transfer
performance parameters, but do not define any parameter for traffic symmetry
classification. This work introduces a new concept of IP traffic symmetry ratio
(IPSR) and uses the IPSR to control the upstream and downstream TXOP
interval. The IPSR of a STA is defined as the ratio of upstream bandwidth
to the total bi-directional bandwidth requirement. A station can declare its
IPSR during a capability exchange period with the access point after analysing
the average upstream and downstream bandwidth requirement. The IPSR can
easily be updated by sending a new IPSR request to the access point. The
access point uses this IPSR to intelligently control the upstream and downstream
TXOPs from the pledged data bandwidth.
An AP controlled polling cycle starts with upstream period, and the AP
unicasts a poll packet for the first station. The station retrieves its upstream
TXOP from the poll packet and starts transmitting its packet queues as per
Equation (3.4). At the end of TXOP, the station will send a Txop_end packet
to the access point. Txop_end packet synchronises the AP and STAs, and helps
to avoid any contention situation between AP and STAs on the boundaries of
TXOPs. A missing poll packet results in the loss of the whole TXOP and a loss
of Txop_end may cause the start of a new poll packet at the previous TXOP
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Figure 3.1: TI-MAC polling cycle timing diagram
time boundary. Thus, the poll packets and Txop_end packets are considered
critical packets, and hence are always followed by an acknowledgment (ACK).
Moreover, before transmitting a packet, the AP or STAs will confirm whether
the remaining TXOP is sufficient to transmit the next MAC protocol data unit
(MPDU). Once all the STAs are polled, the AP starts downstreaming for each
station within their respective downstream TXOP, as per Equation (3.5). An
example polling cycle timing diagram is shown in Fig. 3.1.
The TI-MAC is simple enough to implement in the software and works in
a round-robin fashion. It defines an optimised polling cycle pcyc of duration T
ms depending on IPTD, IPSR and system latencies, where all the associated
stations are served within this duration as per their QoS agreement. The period
of polling cycle should leave enough room for actual end-to-end IP packet trans-
fer delay and expected jitter. The TI-MAC also suggests a simple admission
control policy. If the access point does not have enough resource available, no
new station will be associated or a low resolution service may be offered to such
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stations to conform with the contracted QoS objectives.
Now, we will present the formula to calculate the TXOP per station (ξi)
and outline the condition for the maximum number of stations (N) which can
be associated in a polling cycle. The maximum number of stations which can
be associated within pcyc of duration T ms depends on the bi-directional mean
data rate requirement per station (bi), physical layer (PHY) transmission link
rate (C), and system overheads (η) due to real-time scheduling in an embedded
system.
The polling cycle duration is defined as:
T = IPTD − β (3.1)
where, IPTD is the upper bound end-to-end IP packet transfer delay, and β
is a scaling factor which depends on various propagation delays from the point
of origin to access point and codec latencies.
Now, the bi-directional mean data rate requirement per station (bi kbps) is
equally distributed between the total number of polling cycles in a second. Total
number of polling cycles
(
Npcyc
)
can be defined as:
(
Npcyc
)
=
1000
(T + η)
(3.2)
TXOP per station will be allocated as per the following equation:
ξi =
(1000× bi)
(C ×Npcyc)
× δ ms (3.3)
where i is the station index and δ is the overhead index due to SIFS, Slot-
time, Reat-Time Protocol (RTP), User Datagram Protocol (UDP), IP, 802.11,
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Physical Layer Convergence Protocol (PLCP) headers and PLCP preamble.
The total TXOP allocated to a station is used for the upstream and down-
stream as per their IPSR (µi), where the upstream TXOP
(
ξupstreami
)
and the
downstream TXOP
(
ξdownstreami
)
can be defined as:
ξupstreami = ξi × µi (3.4)
ξdownstreami = ξi × (1− µi) (3.5)
where µi is ratio of the mean upstream data rate
(
bupstreami
)
to the bi-
directional mean data rate(bi):
µi =
bupstreami
bi
(3.6)
The total number of stations (N) which can be associated with an AP should
meet the following condition:
N∑
i=1
(ξi) ≤ T (3.7)
By using Equations (3.2) to (3.7), we can calculate the required upstream
and downstream TXOP for each station. This approach can be followed for any
symmetric and asymmetric traffic application with strict QoS requirements. In
Section 3.3, we have demonstrated an example and used the above derived
equations to calculate the upstream and downstream TXOPs and maximum
number of STAs that can be associated with an access point.
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3.3 Example of Skype Video Telephony
Let us consider a real-time traffic scenario where the maximum accepted value
of IPTD is 150 to 200 mSec. Optical fibers are used instead of copper wires
because of lower attenuation, lower delivery time, lower interference, and higher
data capacity. The signal pulses travel at a speed of light in optical fibers. The
speed of light is 300,000 kilometers per second in a vacuum, but in a medium,
it drops down by an index of refraction. The larger the index of refraction, the
slower the speed of light in that medium. The index of refraction for optical
fibre is typically 1.52. Therefore, in optical fibres, a signal travels approximately
12,000 kilometers in 60 mSec, which is the distance between Sydney and New
York [51]. Thus, the expected IPTD, or the packet delivery time, from PHY-
to-PHY would be 60 mSec. The TI-MAC is a polling-based scheme with a
guaranteed service interval. Hence, the jitter, or queuing delay, is close to 0.
We may consider a further 60 mSec for the system latencies, encoding and
decoding latencies, routing and switching delays etc. So, β = 120 mSec.
As per equation (3.1), T = 200− 120 = 80 mSec
Next, in Netgear WNDR3700 [52] hardware test platform, we observed a
system latency (η) of w 2 mSec.
So, as per equation (3.2),
(
Npcyc
)
=
1000
(80 + 2)
w 12
Now, let us calculate the overhead index δ. Table 3.1 shows the various
parameters and overheads for a typical real-time IP packet transmitted thorough
WLAN interface. To calculate the value of δ, we have to first calculate the value
of net throughput ψ that can be achieved at a PHY data rate (C) of 2 Mbps.
However, the equations (3.8) to (3.12) can be used for all available PHY rates
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Table 3.1: Parameters Used to Calculate Net Throughput at 2 Mbps
Parameter Value
Payload 500 Bytes
RTP,UDP,IP,802.11 12,8,20,30 Bytes
SIFS 10 µSec
Slot Time 20 µSec
PLCP Preamble + Header 192 µSec
PHY Rate 2 Mbps
CWmin, CWmax 0, 0
defined in the IEEE 802.11 standard [9].
Assuming parameters in Table 3.1, each packet will consists of 570 bytes,
which includes overheads due to RTP, UDP, IP, and 802.11 headers.
Time tota required to transmit this packet over-the-air:
tota =
Bits
C
=
570× 8
2× 106 = 2280µSec (3.8)
Total time tTotal required to transmit this packet:
tTotal = tota + SIFS + SlotT ime+ PLCP = 2280+ 10+ 20+ 192 = 2502µSec
(3.9)
Total number of packets n transmitted over a second:
n =
1
2502× 10−6 ≈ 400 (3.10)
Net data rate ψ obtained:
ψ = n× Payload = 400× 500× 8 = 1.6Mbps (3.11)
δ =
C
ψ
=
2
1.6
= 1.25 (3.12)
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For example, a Skype video call requires equal data rate for its upstream and
downstream traffic with an IPSR of 0.5. As per Table 2.3 and 2.4, it requires
an approximate bandwidth of 192 kbps in each direction to make a video call
which comprises of H.264 compressed video with a pixel resolution of 128x96
and G.711 compressed audio. So, bi = 384kbps.
As per equation (3.3), the reserved TXOP can be given as:
ξi =
1000× 384
2× 106 × 12 × 1.25 = 20mSec
As per equation (3.4) & (3.5), the upstream and downstream TXOP equals:
ξupstreami = 20× 0.5 = 10mSec
ξdownstreami = 20× (1− 0.5) = 10mSec
Further, as per equation (3.7), a maximum of four (N = 4) Skype video
clients can be associated with an access point at a PHY data rate of 2 Mbps.
Further video clients may be added, but at the cost of a poor quality of video
IP call. Therefore, it is important to have bandwidth reservation for the clients
to meet the agreed QoS requirements.
3.4 Summary
This chapter explains the functional specifications of the TI-MAC scheduler
and the motivation behind the development of TI-MAC. The chapter starts
with highlighting the inherent disadvantages of EDCA and HCCA. These are
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the two MAC schemes drafted by the IEEE 802.11e committee to address the
QoS requirements. The limitations of EDCA and HCCA triggered the motiva-
tion towards development of the proposed TI-MAC. This chapter also describes
the TI-MAC polling mechanism, and the multiplexing of polling requests and
TXOPs within a polling cycle. The TI-MAC requires a simpler software ar-
chitecture compared to the complex architecture for HCCA. This chapter also
shows the derivation of various equations for the calculation of upstream and
downstream TXOP, as well as the condition for the maximum number of clients.
At the end, an example of Skype video IP telephony has been presented with
minutiae details, and all the derived equations have been used to find the TXOP
values and the maximum number of clients.
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Chapter 4
Netgear Hardware and
TI-MAC Firmware
Development
The validation of a new MAC algorithm on an embedded platform provides a
true picture of the efficiency of the algorithm. This chapter discusses a Linux
OS based embedded platform that can be used to implement a soft-MAC and
validate the algorithm in a real-time environment. Linux is a preferred real-
time operating system (RTOS) for the development of firmware or embedded
software. Linux comes with the freedom to use and distribute, usually with
no cost. Most of the embedded platforms have the same peripheral interfaces
around the CPU e.g. USB, SATA, DDR and UART, and Linux allows the
use of a common firmware for each of these peripherals in different embedded
platforms. The firmware is available as Open Source and the developers have
the freedom to customise the firmware as per their requirements and releasing
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it back to the Linux community. Thus, software development for a platform
can be achieved in a short time period by reusing existing source code in the
Linux distribution. There are various customised Linux distributions available
for various applications e.g. Linux distributions for desktop and servers as well
as for mobile platforms. There is a similar type of customised distribution for
WLAN platforms, called OpenWRT [53, 54]. OpenWRT has firmware support
for various hardware platforms and SoC e.g. Netgear, D-Link, Linksys and
Atheros. Netgear manufactures a wireless dual band gigabit router designed
from an advanced SoC from Atheros, named WNDR3700, and the commercial
firmware is compiled from OpenWRT Linux distribution. Therefore, OpenWRT
and Netgear WNDR3700 make a nice platform to evaluate a new MAC protocol
in practical hardware at a very low cost.
4.1 OpenWRT - Wireless Freedom
OpenWRT [55] is targeted for networking embedded platforms and offers tremen-
dous support for off-the-shelf wireless routers such as Netgear, D-Link, Linksys,
Asus, Atmel and Thomson. OpenWRT provides a complete customisable frame-
work where the developers can select the packages to suit their applications.
This means the user can remove unwanted packages to make room for the add-
on packages. Because of the increasing popularity of OpenWRT and zero cost
for Linux drivers, the manufacturers are also moving towards OpenWRT based
software development. OpenWRT is currently being used in VoIP systems, sen-
sor networks, industrial control systems, both wired and wireless networks and
many more.
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Figure 4.1: Netgear WNDR3700 router
4.2 WNDR3700 Router by Netgear
The WNDR3700 [52] is an IEEE 802.11 b/g/n 2.4 GHz and IEEE 802.11a/n 5.0
GHz dual band wireless router manufactured by Netgear. OpenWRT provides
guidelines to establish a computer interface and compile a customised binary
image for this router. Moreover, the hardware of this router is designed with
the Atheros's advanced and high-performance wireless network processor SoC,
the AR7161. The AR7161 provides a peripheral component interconnect (PCI)
interface for WLANmodules. The WLANmodule is designed with the Atheros's
AR9280. The AR9280 is a single-chip dual band WLAN solution for PCI-
express. This router is available off-the-shelf in the retail market at a cost of
US$200 only. Images of the WNDR3700 are shown in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2. The
next two subsections elaborate further about the chipsets used for this hardware.
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Figure 4.2: Netgear WNDR3700 hardware
Table 4.1: AR7161 Technical Specifications
Parameter Specification
Processor Core MIPS 24K
Processor Speed 680 MHz
Memory Interface DDR1/SDRAM
Flash SPI∗ Serial Flash
USB USB 2.0 Host
Ethernet MII/RMII/GMII/RGMII
SPI - Serial Peripheral Interface
4.2.1 AR7161 - Atheros Wireless Network Processor
The AR7161 [56] is Atheros's high-performance wireless network processor which
enables an efficient design for the solutions that target multiple services like
video, audio and data, simultaneously. It also provides a PCI 2.3 interface to
connect the WLAN modules, 2xgigabit ethernet ports for LAN and WAN con-
nectivity, 2xUSB interface and a DDR interface to support high-speed memory.
A top-level architectural diagram is shown in Fig. 4.3 and technical specifica-
tions are summarised in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.3: Top-level architectural block diagram of AR7161
4.2.2 AR9280 - Atheros Single-Chip 802.11a/b/g/nWLAN
Chip
The AR9280 [57] is a highly integrated single-chip solution for 2.5 GHz and 5.0
GHz WLAN. It also enables 2xMIMO (Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output) con-
figuration for applications demanding high throughput and robust link quality.
The AR9280 is IEEE 802.11n compliant and has an integrated soft-MAC, base-
band processor and a PCIe (PCI Express) interface. The top-level architectural
diagram is depicted in Fig. 4.4 [57].
The AR9280 supports two concurrent traffic streams using up to two inte-
grated transmit chains and receive chains for high throughput and performance.
The transmit chain combines baseband in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) signals,
converts to desired radio frequency, and passes the RF signal to multiple an-
tennas. The receive chain produces I and Q signals after down-converting the
received RF signal to the baseband frequency. Further, the IEEE 802.11 MAC
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Figure 4.4: Top-Level architectural block diagram of AR9280
data services are provided by the MAC inside the AR9280. The AR9280 com-
prises of a full software MAC which means that a host processor (e.g. the
AR7161) can control all MAC functions. None of the MAC data service control
functions run inside the AR9280 as firmware as in a hard-MAC. This feature
provides full liberty to the external host to control Tx and Rx queues processing.
The host controls the AR9280 by programming configuration registers through
the PCIe interface. The MAC consists of ten queue control units (QCU) and
ten distributed coordination function (DCF) control units (DCU) for the trans-
mission of MPDUs. Each QCU is associated with one DCU. The top 2 DCUs
are used for beacon frame handling purposes and rest of the eight DCUs are
assigned priorities as per the enhanced distributed channel access function (ED-
CAF) priority levels. The DCU with the highest priority is given the channel
access by the arbiter. A Tx descriptor holds the memory pointers to the transmit
buffer, RTS and CTS control, ACK control and other controls for the physical
block. The QCU parses these descriptors and prepares a new data or control
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frame for the DCU. Once it has received channel access, the DCU transfers the
data or control frame to the physical block to transmit over-the-air. Similarly, a
received frame at the physical block is immediately transferred to the Rx queue
and an interrupt is signaled to the host to read the data frame. All the parame-
ters of the Tx and Rx queues are host programmable which makes the AR9280
an excellent device for MAC protocol research.
4.3 Hardware-PC Interface Setup
A personal computer (PC) or laptop with a Linux OS is required to develop
an interface with the Netgear WNDR3700 hardware. For Linux installation,
a virtual machine environment with Virtual Machine (VM) player was created
in the PC, also, the Ubuntu 10.04 (desktop edition) Linux OS was installed
from VM player. VM player makes an excellent arrangement for Linux OS
within a Windows machine. It is very helpful for users who are new to Linux
OS and do not want Linux as the main OS of their computer. Ubuntu 10.04
(desktop edition) comes with a nice graphical desktop manager called GNOME.
GNOME can be used for file-system browsing, files and directory management,
application launching, and other similar jobs without the need of a command
line interface (CLI). This distribution is also embedded with a graphical package
manager called Synaptic Package Manager (SPM) and can be used for new
package installation, upgrade and package removal.
On the hardware platform, there are four LAN ports which may be used
to transfer files in memory. The files in this research work refer to the newly
compiled binary image of the developed firmware. A trivial file transfer protocol
(TFTP) connection was established between the LAN port of the hardware and
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Figure 4.5: Ethernet ports connection with CPU
the Host-PC, to program the newly compiled firmware in the memory of the
hardware. The hardware boots with the standard bootloader (uboot) which en-
ables the ethernet0 (eth0) port. Eth0 is connected with the LAN ports through
a switch. A connection block diagram for the ethernet ports is shown in Fig.
4.5. There are two other interfaces available on-board to debug the software:
i) Universal Asynchronous Transmitter Receiver (UART), and ii) Joint Action
Test Group (JTAG). This work used the UART interface, also commonly known
as serial interface, to monitor the software execution in a hyperterminal window
of the Host-PC and to send bash commands from a command line interface.
The UART link can be built by a modified Nokia CA-42 USB-to-Serial cable.
This cable is available off-the-shelf in the electronics stores and costs around
US$10. Once the hardware is flashed with the newly compiled firmware image,
the interface can be disconnected, allowing the hardware to work as a standalone
wireless device.
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Figure 4.6: Image of hardware inside Netgear WNDR3700
4.3.1 Custom Build Serial Interface Cable
As discussed above, a simple USB-to-Serial interface can be built with a Nokia
CA-42 data cable. The red eclipse in Fig. 4.6 shows a serial connector J1
on the aforementioned hardware to plug into the serial connector. The custom
built cable was connected between the USB interface of the Host-PC and the
connector J1 of the hardware. A Nokia CA-42 USB-to-Serial cable which was
used for this purpose is shown in Fig. 4.7.
To modify the cable, the serial connector of this cable was chopped-off reveal-
ing three wires with colors - blue, green, and white. The associativity was later
established between these wires and pins on the serial connector with the help
of a multimeter. The wire labels, with their respective color and pin number,
are shown in Table 4.2. These three wires were later soldered on a single row,
three pin berg-stick, as per Table 4.2 and Fig 4.8. The final shape of custom
build cable is shown in Fig. 4.9.
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Figure 4.7: Nokia CA-42 USB-to-Serial cable
Table 4.2: Wires Color and Label
Wire Color Pin Label
Blue 6 3.0V Rx Data
Green 7 3.0V Tx Data
White 8 Gnd
Figure 4.8: Serial end pin configuration of Nokia CA-42 cable
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Figure 4.9: Custom build cable for the serial interface with the WNDR3700
4.3.2 Procedure to Program the Hardware
To program the targeted hardware, a trivial file transfer protocol (TFTP) server-
client model was used. A TFTP server was set-up in the Host-PC, while a
TFTP client was started in the hardware resulting from bootloader code. A
hyper-terminal session (working as a front-end controller for the WNDR3700
hardware) was also opened and used to send commands to the hardware. Linux
Host-PC has a minicom utility to start a hyper-terminal session. The TFTP
client running in the hardware requests the TFTP server to transfer the binary
image by sending various commands from the minicom terminal.
4.3.2.1 Set-up of the TFTP Server in the Host-PC
The steps for setting-up a TFTP server are as follows:
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s e r v i c e t f t p
{
p ro to co l = udp
port = 69
socket_type = dgram
wait = yes
user = nobody
s e r v e r = /usr / sb in / in . t f tpd
server_args = −s / s rv / t f tpboo t
d i s ab l e = no
}
Figure 4.10: TFTP script source code
1. Write a tftp script named tftp and save in /etc/xinetd.d. Fig. 4.10
shows the source code of the script.
2. Start the tftp server from a command line interface window by executing
the command:/etc/int.d/xinetd restart. Fig. 4.11 shows the screen-shot
after the command execution.
4.3.2.2 Transfer of the Binary Image to RAM
Fig. 4.16 shows the test set-up and connections used to transfer the new
compiled firmware image into the hardware.
The following steps discuss the image transfer procedure and their respective
screen-shots:
1. Connect an ethernet cable between the Host-PC and one of the LAN ports
(any one of the four LAN ports but not the WAN port) of the targeted
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Figure 4.11: TFTP server start screen-shot
Figure 4.12: Test set-up and connections
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Figure 4.13: Hardware boot-up screen-shot
WNDR3700 hardware.
2. Connect the custom build serial cable to the header J1 on theWNDR3700
and set the local hyperterminal session (e.g. minicom) for 115200 bps 8N1,
no software flow control and no hardware flow control.
3. Set the Host-PC ethernet port to use a static IP address of 192.168.1.2
and netmask 255.255.255.0.
4. At the power on reset (POR), the hardware boots up with the uboot
bootloader. A further boot-up of the kernel and the application from flash
memory can be aborted by hitting the 'EnterKey' once the bootloader
finishes. Fig. 4.13 shows a screen-shot of the hyper-terminal window once
the hardware boots-up and the main application execution is aborted.
5. Fig. 4.13 shows that the eth0 is up and running in full duplex mode after
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ar7100> se t ipaddr 1 92 . 1 6 8 . 1 . 1
ar7100> se t s e r v e r i p 1 92 . 1 6 8 . 1 . 2
ar7100> se t bootargs ' board=WNDR3700'
ar7100> t f tpboo t 80800000 image . out
Figure 4.14: TFTP commands for image transfer
Figure 4.15: Image transfer screen-shot
the boot-up, and a default IP address 192.168.1.1 is assigned to the LAN
port. Next, the commands shown in Fig. 4.14 were executed from the
hyper-terminal session to configure the TFTP parameters and transfer
the image.out in the hardware memory through TFTP link. The image
transfer screen-shot is shown in Fig. 4.15.
6. Once the image has been downloaded into the memory, the ′bootm′ com-
mand was used to run the new binary image. Fig. 4.16 shows the screen-
shot after executing the ′bootm′ command.
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Figure 4.16: New image run screen-shot
4.4 Software Stack Description
This section presents the necessary steps to download the OpenWRT soft-
ware stack in a Linux PC. This is followed by the instructions to build the
software as per the target/hardware type.
4.4.1 Software Download
The OpenWRT branch named Backfire version 10.03 and above supports
the WNDR3700 hardware. The various software branches of OpenWRT are
available on a subversion (svn) server. The OpenWRT branch can be down-
loaded locally in a Linux machine. There is a list of dependent packages that
should be installed before someone can start downloading of the OpenWRT svn
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branch and the compilation process. The dependent packages can be down-
loaded by running following commands from a CLI or with the help of Synaptic
Package Manager (SPM) in Ubuntu 10.04.
sudo apt−get install subversion g++ncurses−termzlib1g−dev gawk flex
sudo apt− get install patch openssh− serverminicom tftp tftpd gettext
sudo apt− get install libncurses5 libncurses5− dev
The source code of the backfire branch can be downloaded as follows:
cd ∼
mkdir openwrt
svn co svn : //svn.openwrt.org/openwrt/branches/backfire
Once the backfire branch has been downloaded, there can be found four di-
rectories in the base:
tools
toolchain
package
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target
The directories /tools and /toolchain refer to common tools which are used
to build the firmware image, the compiler, and the C library. The result of com-
pilation process is three new directories: i)/builddir/host, which is a temporary
directory for building the target independent tools, ii)/builddir/toolchain −
arch, which is used for building the toolchain for a specific architecture, and
iii) /stagingdir/toolchain−arch, where the resulting toolchain is installed [55].
There is no need to do anything with the toolchain directory unless we intend
to add a new version of the components.
The /package directory contains all the dependent packages. In OpenWRT
distribution, almost everything is a package. A software package can be added
to the firmware to provide new features, or removed to save space. The /target
directory refers to the embedded platform and contains items which are specific
to an embedded platform. The /target/linux directory, which is broken down
by platform, contains patches to the kernel and the profile config. There is also
a /target/imagebuilder directory, which describes how to package a firmware
for a specific platform.
4.4.2 Build OpenWRT for the WNDR3700
OpenWRT takes a non-traditional approach to build a firmware, and down-
load and apply patches. It compiles everything from scratch, including the cross
compiler. OpenWRT does not contain any executable or the source code. It is
an automated system for downloading the source code, patching them to work
with the given platform, and compiling them correctly for that platform [55].
OpenWRT distribution can be downloaded as discussed in Section 4.4.1.
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Figure 4.17: Make menuconfig screen-shot
Once it is done, then run the buildroot of OpenWRT i.e. ′makemenuconfig′.
It will validate the Host-PC for the required dependencies and tools. A screen-
shot of ′makemenuconfig′ is shown in Fig. 4.17. While ′makemenuconfig′
is running, a configuration window as shown in Fig. 4.17 will prompt the user
to select the relevant configurations. For the WNDR3700 hardware, the target
system is Atheros AR71xx/AR7240/AR913x, and the target profile is NET-
GEAR WNDR3700. The configuration should be saved before exiting from the
selection window.
The ′makemenuconfig′ will set the appropriate environment and configu-
ration to build the intended target i.e. the WNDR3700. To build the firmware,
type ′make′ and ′return′. It takes approximately half an hour to build the
image from scratch. The separate binaries are built for RAM and flash memory.
The binary images are stored into the /openwrt/backfire/bin/ar71xx direc-
tory. The new binary image can be programmed to the RAM by following steps
presented in Section 4.3.2.2.
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s t a t i c const s t r u c t net_device_ops ieee80211_datai f_ops =
{
. ndo_open = ieee80211_open ,
. ndo_stop = ieee80211_stop ,
. ndo_uninit = ieee80211_teardown_sdata ,
. ndo_start_xmit = ieee80211_subif_start_xmit ,
. ndo_set_mult icast_l i st = ieee80211_set_mult i cas t_l i s t ,
. ndo_change_mtu = ieee80211_change_mtu ,
. ndo_set_mac_address = ieee80211_change_mac ,
. ndo_select_queue = ieee80211_netdev_select_queue
} ;
Figure 4.18: An example of net_device function pointer initialisation
4.5 Software Architecture
Linux kernel is an open source monolithic operating system [58], and has
modular architecture. The hardware drivers are compiled as modules and loaded
when a hardware is detected. The architecture of Linux kernel provides a hard-
ware independent and uniform interface. This uniform interface is provided
through the concept of network devices at TCP/IP layer i.e. 'net_device'.
The TCP/IP layer implements a function-pointer based mechanism, which pro-
vides a generic interface with the hardware abstraction layer (HAL). An unique
'net_device' object is created for each available physical interface e.g. eth0,
eth1, wlan0, wlan1. When a 'net_device' is requested, the function pointers
are initialised to the relevant functions of the soft-MAC. In the case of WLAN,
the soft-MAC framework is known as 'mac80211'. For example, for wlan0, the
application opens a 'net_device' with 'ieee80211' functions, which are defined
in 'mac80211'. Fig. 4.18 shows the initialisation of function pointers when a
wlan0 interface is opened.
A top level software architecture representing various layers in OpenWRT
is shown in Fig. 4.19. WLAN device drivers are divided into two modules: i)
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Figure 4.19: Top-level software architecture of OpenWRT
hardware dependent module, and ii) protocol module (soft-MAC). The hardware
dependent modules are different for each vendor and based on capabilities. The
soft-MAC provides an interface for most of the MAC functionality defined in the
IEEE 802.11 protocol [58]. The WNDR3700 router uses a hardware dependent
driver by Atheros, the 'ath9k'. The 'mac80211' uses the low-level functions
of the 'ath9k' device driver to transmit and receive the data packets. The
functional flow between various kernel layers during the data packet transmission
and reception is explained in the following two subsections.
4.5.1 Packet Transmission
The packet arrival at the TCP/IP layer is handled by the function dev_queue_xmit(),
which in turn calls the function dev_hard_start_xmit(). Both of these func-
tions are defined in net driver of the kernel. This function in turn calls a func-
tion pointer 'ndo_start_xmit', which is mapped to function ieee80211_subif_start_xmit()
defined in mac80211. The ieee80211_subif_start_xmit() calls the ieee80211_tx()
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Figure 4.20: Packet transmission functional path in OpenWRT
function, which finally calls ath9k_tx() from the'ath9k' device driver. The se-
quence of various function calls during packet transmission is shown in Fig.
4.20.
4.5.2 Packet Reception
A new packet arrival at the PHY is notified by an interrupt. This inter-
rupt is handled by an interrupt service routine (ISR), ath_isr(), defined in the
'ath9k' driver. The received packet is handled by ath_rx_tasklet(), which re-
trieves the packet bytes from the Rx queue buffer in hardware. The function
ath_rx_tasklet() also maps the packet in the socket buffer structure, 'skb', and
passes this 'skb' to the function ieee80211_rx(). The ieee80211_rx() function
is defined in 'mac80211'. The function ieee80211_rx() passes this 'skb' to the
upper network layer by calling the function netif_receive_skb(). The network
layer passes the received 'skb' to the upper layer for further delivery to the appli-
cation layer. It may also send the 'skb' to dev_queue_xmit() for further routing
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Figure 4.21: Packet reception functional path in OpenWRT
of the received packets to another interface e.g. WAN port. The sequence of
various function calls during packet reception is shown in Fig. 4.21.
4.6 Firmware Development
To implement the TI-MAC polling cycle presented in Chapter 3, two state
machines are developed in C programming language. First state machine
runs in the AP that generates the polling cycles for four associated stations,
and the second state machine runs in each remote station. The state machine
running in the remote station waits for the polling cycles, and starts the packet
transmission once received. The source code of both state machines is presented
in appendix A.
4.7 Summary
This chapter discusses internal hardware details of Netgear WNDR3700
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router, and software architecture of OpenWRT. The WNDR3700 router is built
from the Atheros's advanced and high performance network processor, the
AR7161, and the AR9280 802.11a/b/g/n WLAN chip. This hardware is em-
bedded with a firmware image built from OpenWRT software stack. OpenWRT
and WNDR3700 provide an excellent solution for the IEEE 802.11 based MAC
research. This chapter also presents a framework to establish a Hardware-PC
interface by using an USB-to-Serial cable. This interface is used to load the
compiled binary image into the hardware, and for debugging purposes. A pro-
cedure to build a custom USB-to-Serial cable has been also explained in Section
4.3.1. This is followed by the steps for transferring a new compiled binary image
into the hardware. At the end, Linux kernel architecture and the low-level func-
tional flow in the path of packet transmission and reception is also presented
here.
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Chapter 5
Test Set-up and
Characterisation
For performance analysis and characterisation, a testbed, as shown in Fig.
5.1, was established. The TI-MAC scheduler was implemented in the Atheros
kernel driver using programming language C and Linux real-time operating
system application programming interfaces (APIs). The complete Linux stack
was recompiled, and the image was reprogrammed in the hardware as per the
steps discussed in Chapter 4.
This research work was targeted for real-time traffic applications such as
symmetric video telephony, which have IPSR(µi) equal to 0.5. As per the ex-
ample presented in Section 3.3, a polling cycle of 80 mSec was assumed because
it gives sufficient room for propagation delays and codec latencies. This work
assumed that video and voice data were multiplexed together as a single stream
above the transport layer. There were four stations in our testbed with two
way traffic and the stations were associated with one access point. This work
also assumed that all the four stations had the same multimedia application for
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Figure 5.1: TI-MAC evaluation test-bed
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video telephony and hence, they had the same bandwidth requirement. Two
scenarios were tested for image resolutions of 128×96 and 352×288 at PHY
data rate of 2 Mbps and 9 Mbps, respectively. The ITU-T H.322 standard for
visual telephony system [59] defines various video resolutions for QoS, and the
selected two resolutions are suitable for multiple wireless clients in a wideband
or broadband network. A typical video telephony scenario contains two real-
time streams in each direction i.e. one voice and one video. The parameters
used in test scenarios I & II are summarised in Tables 5.1 & 5.2, respectively.
The common parameters are summarised in Table 5.3.
Moreover, this work assumed an optimised packet length control from appli-
cation layer rather than fragmentation at the MAC layer. An optimised packet
length may be decided by noting that a packet length, if too short, causes con-
gestion and adds more overheads due to headers. At the same time, a packet
length which is too large, increases the packet loss ratio [60]. Keeping these
facts in mind, we used packet sizes of 790 and 1195 bytes.
For the experiments, a constant bit rate (CBR) model had been considered
for video IP telephony traffic [61]. The variable bit rate (VBR), which is a
known problem with real-time data, is not an issue for video IP telephony. Here,
the user is static or has limited motion, and due to this the video data rates
for successive group-of-pictures (GOPs) remain nearly constant. Moreover, the
performance of TI-MAC was evaluated at full bandwidth limit. In case of less
real-time traffic than the allocated bandwidth, the remaining bandwidth can be
used for best-effort traffic, e.g., sharing data or music files. To meet the strict
QoS requirement, the allocated bandwidth can not be shared among other users.
5.1 Test Scenario
This section presents two test scenarios and their respective parameters con-
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sidered, to evaluate the performance of TI-MAC and the IEEE 802.11e EDCA.
5.1.1 Test Scenario I
The image resolution of 128×96 requires a bandwidth of 210 kbps in each
direction with H.264 video and G.711 voice, and it includes overheads from
RTP, UDP, IP, IEEE 802.11 headers. A payload size of 720 bytes was generated
in every 30 ms, which contained 240 bytes of voice and 480 bytes of video.
Moreover, 70 bytes were appended to compensate for various header overheads,
resulting in a packet size of 790 bytes.
Table 5.1: Test Scenario I Parameters
Parameter Value
Voice Packet 240 Bytes
Video Packet 480 Bytes
RTP,UDP,IP,802.11 12,8,20,30 Bytes
Voice Rate 64 kbps
Video Rate 128 kbps
Overheads 18 kbps
PHY Rate 2 Mbps
5.1.2 Test Scenario II
The image resolution of 352×288 requires a bandwidth of 956 kbps in each
direction with H.264 video and G.711 voice. A payload size of 1125 bytes was
generated in every 10 ms and 240 bytes of voice were multiplexed in one of the
three consecutive packets.
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Table 5.2: Test Scenario II Parameters
Parameter Value
Voice Packet 240 Bytes
Video Packet 1125 Bytes
RTP,UDP,IP,802.11 12,8,20,30 Bytes
Voice Rate 64 kbps
Video Rate 836 kbps
Overheads 56 kbps
PHY Rate 9 Mbps
Table 5.3: Common Parameters
Parameter Value
T 80 ms
β 20 ms
η u3 ms
µi 0.5
Packet Type RTP/UDP
PLCP Preamble + Header 192 µSec
CWmin, CWmax- TI-MAC 0, 0
CWmin, CWmax- 802.11e EDCA 15, 31
SIFS 10 µSec
Slot Time 20 µSec
In the experiments, this work observed throughput for upstream and down-
stream traffic and packet delay variation. This work also intended to see the
fairness of TXOP allocation of the scheduler to all the stations in a real-time
embedded hardware where multiple tasks were running.
Figs. 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 show the upstream and downstream data rates
between the access point and the four stations. These charts also display the
MAC addresses (Dest MAC - Src MAC) of the access point and stations used
in our experiments. For example in Fig. 5.2, 00:24:B2:57:CA:5E is destination
MAC address and 00:24:B2:5A:9F:82 is source MAC address. Figs. 5.6 and 5.7
show the measured IPDV (jitter) with TI-MAC and 802.11e EDCA, respectively.
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Figure 5.2: Downstream and upstream data rates with TI-MAC at 2 Mbps
Figure 5.3: Downstream and upstream data rates with 802.11e EDCA at 2
Mbps
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Figure 5.4: Downstream and upstream data rates with TI-MAC at 9 Mbps
Figure 5.5: Downstream and upstream data rates with 802.11e EDCA at 9
Mbps
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Figure 5.6: IPDV (jitter) with TI-MAC at 2 and 9Mbps
Figure 5.7: IPDV (jitter) with 802.11e EDCA at 2 and 9Mbps
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5.2 Result Analysis
This section draws an analysis over the throughput and jitter results achieved
in the aforementioned test scenarios. The analysis shows that the TI-MAC
enabled STAs deliver better performance than the IEEE 802.11e EDCA.
5.2.1 Test Scenario I
At 2 Mbps PHY bit rate with TI-MAC, the upstream and downstream for
all the STAs have an average data rate of 214 kbps and 215 kbps (Fig. 5.2),
which gives an IPSR of approximately 0.5. The standard deviation is only 8
kbps, which is 3.7% of the throughput, indicating that bi-directional streams
are very stable. This bandwidth is enough to make a video call with an image
resolution of 128×96 which requires a bandwidth of 210 kbps. Moreover, jitter
is also less than 6 ms (Fig. 5.6).
At the same time, in the 802.11e EDCA, the upstream is served well, but
the downstream traffic does not receive enough bandwidth. The upstream and
downstream have an average data rate of 207 kbps and 160 kbps (Fig. 5.3),
respectively, which gives an IPSR of approximately 0.6. This bandwidth is
not enough to make a video display with an image resolution of 128×96 which
requires a bandwidth of 210 kbps in each direction. The standard deviation for
downstream traffic is 15.8 kbps which is approximately 10% of the throughput.
Moreover, 24% of the packets in the downstream direction are dropped at the
access point. The big drop in the downstream direction is due to data clogging
in access point as discussed in Section 2.1.4.2. From the jitter graph it is evident
that packet arrival is very non-deterministic and jitter frequently exceeding the
threshold limit of 50 ms (Fig. 5.7).
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Table 5.4: Performance of TI-MAC v 802.11e EDCA-Test Scenario I
MAC US∗
Rate
(kbps)
DS∗
Rate
(kbps)
IPSR Packet
Loss
(US,
DS)
Max.
Jitter
QoS
Criteria
Satisfied
TI-MAC 214 215 0.5 0%, 0% 6 Yes
802.11e
EDCA
207 160 0.6 1.4%,
24%
211 No
∗ - US - UpStream, DS - DownStream
5.2.2 Test Scenario II
At 9 Mbps PHY rate with TI-MAC, the upstream and downstream traffic
have an average data rates of 942 kbps and 945 kbps (Fig. 5.4), respectively, for
each station, which gives an IPSR of approximately 0.5. The standard deviation
is 25 kbps, which is only 2.6% of the throughput, indicating that bi-directional
data rates are very stable. This bandwidth is very close to what is required
to make a video call with an image resolution of 352×288, which requires a
bandwidth of 956 kbps. Only 1.5% of the packets are dropped in each direction.
Moreover, jitter is less than 13 ms (Fig. 5.6).
Again with the 802.11e MAC, the upstream traffic is served well, but the
downstream traffic does not receive enough bandwidth. The upstream and
downstream have an average data rate of 900 kbps and 770 kbps (Fig. 5.5),
respectively, which gives an IPSR of approximately 0.6. The standard devia-
tion for the downstream traffic is 50 kbps, which is approximately 6.5% of the
throughput. This downstream bandwidth is not enough to make a video call
with an image resolution of 352×288. Moreover, 5.9% of packets are dropped in
upstream and 19.5% of the packets are dropped in downstream. Packet arrival
is also non-deterministic and jitter most of the time remains close to 50 ms (Fig.
5.7).
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Table 5.5: Performance of TI-MAC v 802.11e EDCA-Test Scenario II
MAC US∗Rate
(kbps)
DS∗
Rate
(kbps)
IPSR Packet
Loss
(US
DS)
Max.
Jitter
QoS
Criteria
Satisfied
TI-MAC 942 945 0.5 1.5%,1.1% 13 Yes
802.11e
EDCA
900 770 0.6 5.9%,
19.5%
53 No
∗ - US - UpStream, DS - DownStream
Thus, from the above performance summary depicted in Tables 5.4 and 5.5,
it is clearly evident that the IEEE 802.11e EDCA failed to meet QoS criteria.
The IEEE 802.11e EDCA could not provide enough bandwidth to any station
to make video call at the required resolution. TI-MAC on the other hand
provides a centralised resource management and delivers substantially improved
performance. Moreover, the hand-shake mechanism in TI-MAC nullifies the
possibility of packet collisions.
5.3 Summary
This chapter presents the testbed set-up used for performance evaluation of TI-
MAC, and its comparison against the IEEE 802.11e EDCA. We have targeted
two video IP telephony scenarios at different image resolutions. Section 5.1 dis-
cusses these two test scenarios and their respective MAC and PHY parameters.
This chapter also depicts the graphs of throughput and jitter measurements at
2 Mbps and 9 Mbps for TI-MAC and the IEEE802.11e EDCA. At the end, this
chapter presents a result analysis of the targeted test scenarios, and shows that
TI-MAC outperformed EDCA by meeting a strict QoS criteria.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Works
This chapter focuses on the contributions of this work: i) development of an
efficient MAC protocol for VVoIP applications, and ii) development of an em-
bedded platform for MAC protocol validation. This is followed by a discussion
of the test scenarios considered for performance evaluation, results, and sugges-
tions for future work.
6.1 Research Contributions
In this thesis, a round-robin scheduler optimised for symmetric real-time traffic
from applications such as voice and/or video IP telephony in WLANs has been
presented. This work has identified the need for a new wireless MAC protocol
to support real-time multimedia applications and introduced a new attribute
for IP traffic symmetry pattern, named IP traffic symmetry ratio (IPSR). The
proposed traffic intelligent MAC (TI-MAC) scheduler allocates each station a
TXOP as per the QoS agreement and TXOP utilisation depends on IPSR of the
STA. The polling cycle is optimised after taking real-time attributes into con-
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siderations, e.g. IPTD, IPSR, IPDV and latencies of the system. The TI-MAC
makes good synchronisation between the AP and STAs through an efficient
hand-shake mechanism. This scheduler has been tested for symmetric traffic,
and the performance has been benchmarked against the IEEE 802.11e EDCA.
Detailed functional specification and admission control policy of TI-MAC have
been discussed in Chapter 3.
This thesis also presents a hardware testbed for the IEEE 802.11 WLAN re-
searches. It is widely accepted that, for implementation and commercialisation
of new ideas in WLAN, a proof of concept conducted in a hardware platform
is crucial, if not mandatory. There are two well defined hardware platforms
available for WLAN research: i) WARPnet, and ii) CALRADIO1. These hard-
ware provide a limited framework for a new MAC protocol implementation, and
related cost of development is also very high. This work has presented a cost
effective hardware platform that can be used for implementing and testing of
the MAC protocols in a practical system. This work has used an off-the-shelf
Netgear router as the practical system and has implemented TI-MAC as a test
case. Chapter 4 has presented various steps to build an evaluation platform with
Netgear router. The hardware platform has generated results that are consis-
tent with other similar studies (e.g. using NS2) and as such, the effectiveness
of the hardware platform has been demonstrated in this work.
6.2 Test Scenarios and Results
In video IP telephony, video stream occupies most of the bandwidth. Thus, we
have considered video and voice quality as one of the QoS criterias and defined
two test scenarios at different image resolutions: i) 128×96, and ii) 352×288.
The two image resolutions can provide a good quality video in a handheld device
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and laptop. The test scenarios have also carefully considered various overheads
due to RTP, UDP, IP and MAC headers. Chapter 5 has tabulated various MAC
and PHY parameters used for the packet transmission. We have considered jitter
as another parameter for QoS criteria. This work has collected the results of
throughput and jitter at 2 Mbps and 9 Mbps. Chapter 5 has also presented the
graphs of throughput and jitter for both TI-MAC and the IEEE 802.11e EDCA.
Tables 5.4 and 5.5 present a performance comparison between TI-MAC and
the IEEE 802.11e EDCA. The TI-MAC outperforms the IEEE 802.11e EDCA
by supporting more number of stations and meets strict QoS criteria. Whereas,
the IEEE 802.11e EDCA does not provide sufficient bandwidth to even a single
station. The TI-MAC treats both upstream and downstream traffic fairly with
desirable IPSR of 0.5, and IPDV of less than 13 ms. The result summary is
presented below.
At 2 Mbps, TI-MAC delivers throughput of 214 kbps and 215 kbps in the
upstream and downstream, respectively. The maximum jitter is less than 6 ms
and no packet loss. Whereas, EDCA delivers throughput of 207 kbps and 160
kbps in the upstream and downstream, respectively. The maximum jitter goes
upto 211 ms, and packet loss of 1.4 % and 24 % occurs in the upstream and
downstream, respectively.
At 9 Mbps, TI-MAC delivers throughput of 942 kbps and 945 kbps in the
upstream and downstream, respectively. The maximum jitter is less than 13
ms, and packet loss of 1.5 % and 1.1 % occurs in the upstream and downstream,
respectively. Whereas, EDCA delivers throughput of 900 kbps and 770 kbps in
the upstream and downstream, respectively. The maximum jitter goes upto 53
ms, and packet loss of 5.9 % and 19.5 % occurs in upstream and downstream
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respectively.
6.3 Suggestions for Future Work
In this work, TI-MAC has been validated for VVoIP traffic that has symmetric
data in both the directions. As a future work, the TI-MAC may be evaluated for
IPTV traffic which has only downstream streaming and occasionally upstream
data. Similarly, WLAN surveillance cameras which continuously upstream the
video can also be a targeted application for TI-MAC as a future work. TI-
MAC has been evaluated with a test traffic generated by a software application.
Future work could use live Skype video call to generate the video and voice
traffic.
TI-MAC provides an excellent mechanism to control the IPSR in run-time.
The traffic symmetry requirement of a client may change time-to-time. A STA
can exchange the new IPSR information with the AP to tune the values for the
upstream and downstream TXOPs. In the current work, we have assumed a
fixed IPSR of 0.5, which is targeted for video IP telephony application. The
future work could define a packet format for IPSR exchange, and use this con-
trol packet to modify the IPSR as per change in the traffic symmetry. A test
application capable of generating traffic at various IPSR could be developed to
validate the run-time shifting of IPSR.
This work has considered 4 STAs and 1 AP in the testbed for performance
evaluation of TI-MAC. The STAs and AP are the Netgear WNDR3700 routers.
In a BSS, there can be any number of STAs running with TI-MAC without a
limitation. Thus, to prove the scalability of Netgear hardware and TI-MAC,
a testbed with more numbers of STAs may be demonstrated as a future work.
Moreover, we have evaluated TI-MAC in an outdoor environment which had a
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line of sight link between STAs and AP, and no obstructions. As a future work,
TI-MAC could also be evaluated in an open office and closed office environment,
which do not provide a line of sight link and have multiple obstructions.
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APPENDIX A
A.1 Base STA State Machine Code
void ath_timac_baseSTA_work ( s t r u c t work_struct *work )
{
s t r u c t ath_softc * sc = conta iner_of (work , s t r u c t ath_softc , wtn_work ) ;
s t r u c t ieee80211_hw *hw = sc−>hw;
v o l a t i l e unsigned long ds_delay ;
s t r u c t ath_tx_control t x c t l ;
i n t s t a t e = UP_STREAM;
s t r u c t ath_hw *ah = sc−>sc_ah ;
s t r u c t ath_common *common = ath9k_hw_common( ah ) ;
s t r u c t sk_buff *skb_1 , *skb_2 , *skb_3 , *skb_4 ;
s t r u c t sk_buff *skb_data_1 , *skb_data_2 , *skb_data_3 , * skb_data_4 ;
unsigned char *data ;
s t r u c t ieee80211_hdr qos_hdr ;
unsigned char dest_mac_1 [ ]={0 x00 , 0 x24 , 0 xb2 , 0 xd8 , 0 x4f , 0 x1b } ;
unsigned char dest_mac_2 [ ]={0xC0 , 0 x3F , 0 x0E , 0x7A ,0 x35 , 0xDB} ;
unsigned char dest_mac_3 [ ]={0 x00 , 0 x24 , 0 xb2 , 0 x57 , 0xCA,0 x5E } ;
unsigned char dest_mac_4 [ ]={0 x00 , 0 x26 , 0 xF2 , 0 xF3 , 0x1A ,0x6D} ;
unsigned char src_mac [ ]={0 x00 , 0 x24 , 0 xb2 , 0 x5a , 0 x9f , 0 x82 } ;
i n t band = hw−>conf . channel−>band ;
s t r u c t ieee80211_supported_band * sband = &sc−>sbands [ band ] ;
__le16 f c ;
__le32 * qos_contro l ;
s t r u c t ieee80211_tx_info * tx_info_1 ;
s t r u c t ieee80211_tx_info * tx_info_2 ;
s t r u c t ieee80211_tx_info * tx_info_3 ;
s t r u c t ieee80211_tx_info * tx_info_4 ;
s t r u c t ieee80211_tx_info * tx_info_data_1 ;
s t r u c t ieee80211_tx_info * tx_info_data_2 ;
s t r u c t ieee80211_tx_info * tx_info_data_3 ;
s t r u c t ieee80211_tx_info * tx_info_data_4 ;
s t r u c t ieee80211_sta s ta ;
v o l a t i l e unsigned long c u r r e n t_ j i f f i e s , txop=0;
i n t wtn_err=0, i =0, temp , seq_no=0;
i n t txop_req=0, txop_remain=0;
skb_1 = al loc_skb (100 , GFP_KERNEL) ;
i f ( ! skb_1 )
{
pr in tk ("\nSKB ALLOCATION ERROR IN WTN TASK\n " ) ;
r e turn ;
}
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skb_2 = al loc_skb (100 , GFP_KERNEL) ;
i f ( ! skb_2 )
{
pr in tk ("\nSKB ALLOCATION ERROR IN WTN TASK\n " ) ;
r e turn ;
}
skb_3 = al loc_skb (100 , GFP_KERNEL) ;
i f ( ! skb_3 )
{
pr in tk ("\nSKB ALLOCATION ERROR IN WTN TASK\n " ) ;
r e turn ;
}
skb_4 = al loc_skb (100 , GFP_KERNEL) ;
i f ( ! skb_4 )
{
pr in tk ("\nSKB ALLOCATION ERROR IN WTN TASK\n " ) ;
r e turn ;
}
skb_data_1 = al loc_skb (1800 , GFP_KERNEL) ;
i f ( ! skb_data_1 )
{
pr in tk ("\nSKB ALLOCATION ERROR IN WTN TASK\n " ) ;
r e turn ;
}
skb_data_2 = al loc_skb (1800 , GFP_KERNEL) ;
i f ( ! skb_data_2 )
{
pr in tk ("\nSKB ALLOCATION ERROR IN WTN TASK\n " ) ;
r e turn ;
}
skb_data_3 = al loc_skb (1800 , GFP_KERNEL) ;
i f ( ! skb_data_3 )
{
pr in tk ("\nSKB ALLOCATION ERROR IN WTN TASK\n " ) ;
r e turn ;
}
skb_data_4 = al loc_skb (1800 , GFP_KERNEL) ;
i f ( ! skb_data_4 )
{
pr in tk ("\nSKB ALLOCATION ERROR IN WTN TASK\n " ) ;
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r e turn ;
}
tx_info_1 = IEEE80211_SKB_CB( skb_1 ) ;
tx_info_2 = IEEE80211_SKB_CB( skb_2 ) ;
tx_info_3 = IEEE80211_SKB_CB( skb_3 ) ;
tx_info_4 = IEEE80211_SKB_CB( skb_4 ) ;
tx_info_data_1 = IEEE80211_SKB_CB( skb_data_1 ) ;
tx_info_data_2 = IEEE80211_SKB_CB( skb_data_2 ) ;
tx_info_data_3 = IEEE80211_SKB_CB( skb_data_3 ) ;
tx_info_data_4 = IEEE80211_SKB_CB( skb_data_4 ) ;
memset ( tx_info_1 , 0 , s i z e o f (* tx_info_1 ) ) ;
memset ( tx_info_2 , 0 , s i z e o f (* tx_info_2 ) ) ;
memset ( tx_info_3 , 0 , s i z e o f (* tx_info_3 ) ) ;
memset ( tx_info_4 , 0 , s i z e o f (* tx_info_4 ) ) ;
memset ( tx_info_data_1 , 0 , s i z e o f ( * tx_info_data_1 ) ) ;
memset ( tx_info_data_2 , 0 , s i z e o f ( * tx_info_data_2 ) ) ;
memset ( tx_info_data_3 , 0 , s i z e o f ( * tx_info_data_3 ) ) ;
memset ( tx_info_data_4 , 0 , s i z e o f ( * tx_info_data_4 ) ) ;
memset(&qos_hdr , 0 , s i z e o f ( qos_hdr ) ) ;
memset(& txc t l , 0 , s i z e o f ( t x c t l ) ) ;
p r in tk ("\ nattached node in wtn=%x" , sc−>an ) ;
tx_info_1−>f l a g s=0x14 ;
tx_info_1−>band=band ;
tx_info_1−>con t r o l . r a t e s [ 0 ] . idx = 1 ;
tx_info_1−>con t r o l . r a t e s [ 0 ] . count = 4 ;
tx_info_2−>f l a g s=0x14 ;
tx_info_2−>band=band ;
tx_info_2−>con t r o l . r a t e s [ 0 ] . idx = 1 ;
tx_info_2−>con t r o l . r a t e s [ 0 ] . count = 4 ;
tx_info_3−>f l a g s=0x14 ;
tx_info_3−>band=band ;
tx_info_3−>con t r o l . r a t e s [ 0 ] . idx = 1 ;
tx_info_3−>con t r o l . r a t e s [ 0 ] . count = 4 ;
tx_info_4−>f l a g s=0x14 ;
tx_info_4−>band=band ;
tx_info_4−>con t r o l . r a t e s [ 0 ] . idx = 1 ;
tx_info_4−>con t r o l . r a t e s [ 0 ] . count = 4 ;
tx_info_data_1−>f l a g s=0x14 ;
tx_info_data_1−>band=band ;
tx_info_data_1−>con t r o l . r a t e s [ 0 ] . idx = 5 ;
tx_info_data_1−>con t r o l . r a t e s [ 0 ] . count = RETRY_1;
tx_info_data_2−>f l a g s=0x14 ;
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tx_info_data_2−>band=band ;
tx_info_data_2−>con t r o l . r a t e s [ 0 ] . idx = 5 ;
tx_info_data_2−>con t r o l . r a t e s [ 0 ] . count = RETRY_1;
tx_info_data_3−>f l a g s=0x14 ;
tx_info_data_3−>band=band ;
tx_info_data_3−>con t r o l . r a t e s [ 0 ] . idx = 5 ;
tx_info_data_3−>con t r o l . r a t e s [ 0 ] . count = RETRY_1;
tx_info_data_4−>f l a g s=0x14 ;
tx_info_data_4−>band=band ;
tx_info_data_4−>con t r o l . r a t e s [ 0 ] . idx = 5 ;
tx_info_data_4−>con t r o l . r a t e s [ 0 ] . count = RETRY_1;
skb_reserve ( skb_1 , 4 0 ) ;
memset ( skb_put ( skb_1 , 2) , 0x99 , 2 ) ;
skb_reserve ( skb_2 , 4 0 ) ;
memset ( skb_put ( skb_2 , 2) , 0x99 , 2 ) ;
skb_reserve ( skb_3 , 4 0 ) ;
memset ( skb_put ( skb_3 , 2) , 0x99 , 2 ) ;
skb_reserve ( skb_4 , 4 0 ) ;
memset ( skb_put ( skb_4 , 2) , 0x99 , 2 ) ;
skb_reserve ( skb_data_1 , 100 ) ;
memset ( skb_put ( skb_data_1 , MPDU_SIZE) , 0xab , MPDU_SIZE) ;
skb_reserve ( skb_data_2 , 100 ) ;
memset ( skb_put ( skb_data_2 , MPDU_SIZE) , 0xcd , MPDU_SIZE) ;
skb_reserve ( skb_data_3 , 100 ) ;
memset ( skb_put ( skb_data_3 , MPDU_SIZE) , 0 xef , MPDU_SIZE) ;
skb_reserve ( skb_data_4 , 100 ) ;
memset ( skb_put ( skb_data_4 , MPDU_SIZE) , 0x55 , MPDU_SIZE) ;
f c = cpu_to_le16 (IEEE80211_FTYPE_DATA | IEEE80211_STYPE_QOS_DATA) ;
qos_hdr . frame_control = f c ;
qos_hdr . duration_id = cpu_to_le16 (0 x000 ) ;
qos_hdr . s eq_ct r l =0; seq_no = 0 ;
qos_hdr . s eq_ct r l |= cpu_to_le16 ( seq_no ) ;
/* DA BSSID SA */
memcpy( qos_hdr . addr1 , dest_mac_1 , ETH_ALEN) ;
memcpy( qos_hdr . addr2 , src_mac , ETH_ALEN) ;
memcpy( qos_hdr . addr3 , src_mac , ETH_ALEN) ;
qos_contro l = (__le32 *) skb_push ( skb_1 , 4 ) ;
memcpy( skb_push ( skb_1 , 24) , &qos_hdr , 2 4 ) ;
* qos_contro l = 0x01000100 ;
qos_contro l = (__le32 *) skb_push ( skb_data_1 , 4 ) ;
memcpy( skb_push ( skb_data_1 , 24) , &qos_hdr , 2 4 ) ;
* qos_contro l = 0x21002100 ; /* with ACK */
/* DA BSSID SA */
memcpy( qos_hdr . addr1 , dest_mac_2 , ETH_ALEN) ;
memcpy( qos_hdr . addr2 , src_mac , ETH_ALEN) ;
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memcpy( qos_hdr . addr3 , src_mac , ETH_ALEN) ;
qos_contro l = (__le32 *) skb_push ( skb_2 , 4 ) ;
memcpy( skb_push ( skb_2 , 24) , &qos_hdr , 2 4 ) ;
* qos_contro l = 0x01000100 ;
qos_contro l = (__le32 *) skb_push ( skb_data_2 , 4 ) ;
memcpy( skb_push ( skb_data_2 , 24) , &qos_hdr , 2 4 ) ;
* qos_contro l = 0x21002100 ;
/* DA BSSID SA */
memcpy( qos_hdr . addr1 , dest_mac_3 , ETH_ALEN) ;
memcpy( qos_hdr . addr2 , src_mac , ETH_ALEN) ;
memcpy( qos_hdr . addr3 , src_mac , ETH_ALEN) ;
qos_contro l = (__le32 *) skb_push ( skb_3 , 4 ) ;
memcpy( skb_push ( skb_3 , 24) , &qos_hdr , 2 4 ) ;
* qos_contro l = 0x01000100 ;
qos_contro l = (__le32 *) skb_push ( skb_data_3 , 4 ) ;
memcpy( skb_push ( skb_data_3 , 24) , &qos_hdr , 2 4 ) ;
* qos_contro l = 0x21002100 ;
/* DA BSSID SA */
memcpy( qos_hdr . addr1 , dest_mac_4 , ETH_ALEN) ;
memcpy( qos_hdr . addr2 , src_mac , ETH_ALEN) ;
memcpy( qos_hdr . addr3 , src_mac , ETH_ALEN) ;
qos_contro l = (__le32 *) skb_push ( skb_4 , 4 ) ;
memcpy( skb_push ( skb_4 , 24) , &qos_hdr , 2 4 ) ;
* qos_contro l = 0x01000100 ;
qos_contro l = (__le32 *) skb_push ( skb_data_4 , 4 ) ;
memcpy( skb_push ( skb_data_4 , 24) , &qos_hdr , 2 4 ) ;
* qos_contro l = 0x21002100 ;
skb_1−>p r i o r i t y = 1 ;
skb_set_queue_mapping ( skb_1 , 3 ) ;
skb_data_1−>p r i o r i t y = 1 ;
skb_set_queue_mapping ( skb_data_1 , 3 ) ;
skb_2−>p r i o r i t y = 1 ;
skb_set_queue_mapping ( skb_2 , 3 ) ;
skb_data_2−>p r i o r i t y = 1 ;
skb_set_queue_mapping ( skb_data_2 , 3 ) ;
skb_3−>p r i o r i t y = 1 ;
skb_set_queue_mapping ( skb_3 , 3 ) ;
skb_data_3−>p r i o r i t y = 1 ;
skb_set_queue_mapping ( skb_data_3 , 3 ) ;
skb_4−>p r i o r i t y = 1 ;
skb_set_queue_mapping ( skb_4 , 3 ) ;
skb_data_4−>p r i o r i t y = 1 ;
skb_set_queue_mapping ( skb_data_4 , 3 ) ;
t x c t l . txq = sc−>tx . txq_map [ skb_get_queue_mapping ( skb_1 ) ] ;
ds_delay = msec s_to_j i f f i e s ( 5 000 ) ;
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set_current_state (TASK_UNINTERRUPTIBLE) ;
schedule_timeout ( ds_delay ) ;
ath9k_disable_ps ( sc ) ;
sc−>wtn_ap_tx_start = f a l s e ;
/* stop f u r t h e r AP Tx */
sc−>wtn_ap_task = current ;
txop = msec s_to_j i f f i e s ( 1 0 ) ;
set_user_nice ( current , −20);
whi l e (1 )
{
i f ( skb_1−>data [ 2 2 ] == 0 xf0 )
skb_1−>data [ 2 2 ] = 0x00 ;/ * Reset Seq Control */
pkt_txed = f a l s e ;
i f ( ath_wtn_tx_start (hw, skb_1 , &t x c t l ) != 0)
{
pr in tk ("\n TI−MAC POLL ERROR \n " ) ;
}
whi l e ( ! pkt_txed ) ;
skb_1−>data [ 2 2 ] += 0x10 ;
/* Update seq num */
sc−>wtn_sta_txop_end = f a l s e ;
ds_delay = msec s_to_j i f f i e s ( 1 0 ) ;
set_current_state (TASK_UNINTERRUPTIBLE) ;
schedule_timeout ( ds_delay ) ;
c u r r e n t_ j i f f i e s = j i f f i e s ;
whi l e ( ! sc−>wtn_sta_txop_end )
{
i f ( j i f f i e s > c u r r e n t_ j i f f i e s )
sc−>wtn_sta_txop_end = true ;
}
i f ( skb_2−>data [ 2 2 ] == 0 xf0 )
skb_2−>data [ 2 2 ] = 0x00 ;/ * Reset Seq Control */
pkt_txed = f a l s e ;
i f ( ath_wtn_tx_start (hw, skb_2 , &t x c t l ) != 0)
{
pr in tk ("\n TI−MAC POLL ERROR \n " ) ;
}
whi l e ( ! pkt_txed ) ;
skb_2−>data [ 2 2 ] += 0x10 ;
/* Update seq num */
sc−>wtn_sta_txop_end = f a l s e ;
ds_delay = msec s_to_j i f f i e s ( 1 0 ) ;
set_current_state (TASK_UNINTERRUPTIBLE) ;
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schedule_timeout ( ds_delay ) ;
c u r r e n t_ j i f f i e s = j i f f i e s ;
whi l e ( ! sc−>wtn_sta_txop_end )
{
i f ( j i f f i e s > c u r r e n t_ j i f f i e s )
sc−>wtn_sta_txop_end = true ;
}
i f ( skb_3−>data [ 2 2 ] == 0 xf0 )
skb_3−>data [ 2 2 ] = 0x00 ;/ * Reset Seq Control */
pkt_txed = f a l s e ;
i f ( ath_wtn_tx_start (hw, skb_3 , &t x c t l ) != 0)
{
pr in tk ("\n TI−MAC POLL ERROR \n " ) ;
}
whi l e ( ! pkt_txed ) ;
skb_3−>data [ 2 2 ] += 0x10 ;
/* Update seq num */
sc−>wtn_sta_txop_end = f a l s e ;
ds_delay = msec s_to_j i f f i e s ( 1 0 ) ;
set_current_state (TASK_UNINTERRUPTIBLE) ;
schedule_timeout ( ds_delay ) ;
c u r r e n t_ j i f f i e s = j i f f i e s ;
whi l e ( ! sc−>wtn_sta_txop_end )
{
i f ( j i f f i e s > c u r r e n t_ j i f f i e s )
sc−>wtn_sta_txop_end = true ;
}
i f ( skb_4−>data [ 2 2 ] == 0 xf0 )
skb_4−>data [ 2 2 ] = 0x00 ;/ * Reset Seq Control */
pkt_txed = f a l s e ;
i f ( ath_wtn_tx_start (hw, skb_4 , &t x c t l ) != 0)
{
pr in tk ("\n TI−MAC POLL ERROR \n " ) ;
}
whi l e ( ! pkt_txed ) ;
skb_4−>data [ 2 2 ] += 0x10 ;
/* Update seq num */
sc−>wtn_sta_txop_end = f a l s e ;
ds_delay = msec s_to_j i f f i e s ( 1 0 ) ;
set_current_state (TASK_UNINTERRUPTIBLE) ;
schedule_timeout ( ds_delay ) ;
c u r r e n t_ j i f f i e s = j i f f i e s ;
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whi le ( ! sc−>wtn_sta_txop_end )
{
i f ( j i f f i e s > c u r r e n t_ j i f f i e s )
sc−>wtn_sta_txop_end = true ;
}
c u r r e n t_ j i f f i e s = j i f f i e s ;
txop_remain = 10*1000; /* microsec */
txop_req = ( ( ( skb_data_1−>len + 4)*8)/36) + 158 + 20;/* in uSec */
whi l e ( txop_remain >= txop_req )
{
/* send s t a t i o n t r a f f i c now */
i f ( skb_data_1−>data [ 2 2 ] == 0 xf0 )
skb_data_1−>data [ 2 2 ] = 0x00 ;
pkt_txed = f a l s e ;
/* ( data_len + FCS)*8 b i t s /2mbps + 158( SIFS+PREMBLE) */
i f ( txop_req <= txop_remain )
{
i f ( ath_wtn_tx_start (hw, skb_data_1 , &t x c t l ) != 0)
{
pr in tk ("\n TI−MAC Data ERROR \n " ) ;
}
skb_data_1−>data [ 2 2 ] += 0x10 ;
whi l e ( ! pkt_txed ) ;
txop_remain −= txop_req ;
}
udelay ( 2 0 ) ;
c u r r e n t_ j i f f i e s = j i f f i e s ;
txop_remain = 10*1000; /* microsec */
txop_req = ( ( ( skb_data_2−>len + 4)*8)/36) + 158 + 20;/* in uSec */
whi l e ( txop_remain >= txop_req )
{
/* send s t a t i o n t r a f f i c now */
i f ( skb_data_2−>data [ 2 2 ] == 0 xf0 )
skb_data_2−>data [ 2 2 ] = 0x00 ;
pkt_txed = f a l s e ;
/* ( data_len + FCS)*8 b i t s /2mbps + 158( SIFS+PREMBLE) */
i f ( txop_req <= txop_remain )
{
i f ( ath_wtn_tx_start (hw, skb_data_2 , &t x c t l ) != 0)
{
pr in tk ("\n TI−MAC Data ERROR \n " ) ;
}
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skb_data_2−>data [ 2 2 ] += 0x10 ;
whi l e ( ! pkt_txed ) ;
txop_remain −= txop_req ;
}
udelay ( 2 0 ) ;
}
c u r r e n t_ j i f f i e s = j i f f i e s ;
txop_remain = 10*1000; /* microsec */
txop_req = ( ( ( skb_data_3−>len + 4)*8)/36) + 158 + 20;/* in uSec */
whi l e ( txop_remain >= txop_req )
{
/* send s t a t i o n t r a f f i c now */
i f ( skb_data_3−>data [ 2 2 ] == 0 xf0 )
skb_data_3−>data [ 2 2 ] = 0x00 ;
pkt_txed = f a l s e ;
/* ( data_len + FCS)*8 b i t s /2mbps + 158( SIFS+PREMBLE) */
i f ( txop_req <= txop_remain )
{
i f ( ath_wtn_tx_start (hw, skb_data_3 , &t x c t l ) != 0)
{
pr in tk ("\n TI−MAC Data ERROR \n " ) ;
}
skb_data_3−>data [ 2 2 ] += 0x10 ;
whi l e ( ! pkt_txed ) ;
txop_remain −= txop_req ;
}
udelay ( 2 0 ) ;
}
c u r r e n t_ j i f f i e s = j i f f i e s ;
txop_remain = 10*1000; /* microsec */
txop_req = ( ( ( skb_data_4−>len + 4)*8)/36) + 158 + 20;/* in uSec */
whi l e ( txop_remain >= txop_req )
{
/* send s t a t i o n t r a f f i c now */
i f ( skb_data_4−>data [ 2 2 ] == 0 xf0 )
skb_data_4−>data [ 2 2 ] = 0x00 ;
pkt_txed = f a l s e ;
/* ( data_len + FCS)*8 b i t s /2mbps + 158( SIFS+PREMBLE) */
i f ( txop_req <= txop_remain )
{
i f ( ath_wtn_tx_start (hw, skb_data_4 , &t x c t l ) != 0)
{
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pr in tk ("\n TI−MAC Data ERROR \n " ) ;
}
skb_data_4−>data [ 2 2 ] += 0x10 ;
whi l e ( ! pkt_txed ) ;
txop_remain −= txop_req ;
}
udelay ( 2 0 ) ;
}
i f ( wtn_task_started==f a l s e )
break ;
}
pr in tk ("\nComing out o f s t a t e machine " ) ;
kfree_skb ( skb_1 ) ;
kfree_skb ( skb_2 ) ;
kfree_skb ( skb_3 ) ;
kfree_skb ( skb_4 ) ;
kfree_skb ( skb_data_1 ) ;
kfree_skb ( skb_data_2 ) ;
kfree_skb ( skb_data_3 ) ;
kfree_skb ( skb_data_4 ) ;
}
i n t ath_wtn_tx_start \
( s t r u c t ieee80211_hw *hw, s t r u c t sk_buff * skb_poll , s t r u c t ath_tx_control * t x c t l )
{
s t r u c t sk_buff * skb ;
skb = skb_copy ( skb_poll , GFP_KERNEL) ;
re turn ath_tx_start (hw, skb , t x c t l ) ;
}
A.2 Remote STA State Machine Code
void ath_timac_sta_tx_work ( s t r u c t work_struct *work )
{
s t r u c t ath_softc * sc = conta iner_of (work , s t r u c t ath_softc , wtn_sta_tx_work ) ;
s t r u c t ieee80211_hw *hw = sc−>hw;
s t r u c t ath_tx_control t x c t l ;
s t r u c t ath_hw *ah = sc−>sc_ah ;
s t r u c t ath_common *common = ath9k_hw_common( ah ) ;
s t r u c t sk_buff *skb , *skb_txop_end ;
s t r u c t ieee80211_hdr qos_hdr ;
/* unsigned char src_mac [ ]={0 x00 , 0 x24 , 0 xb2 , 0 xd8 , 0 x4f , 0 x1b } ; */ /* STA1 */
/* unsigned char src_mac [ ]={0xC0 , 0 x3F , 0 x0E , 0x7A ,0 x35 , 0xDB}; */ /* STA 2 */
unsigned char src_mac [ ]={0 x00 , 0 x24 , 0 xb2 , 0 x57 , 0xCA,0 x5E} ; / * STA 3 */
/* unsigned char src_mac [ ]={0 x00 , 0 x26 , 0 xF2 , 0 xF3 , 0x1A ,0x6D}; */ /* STA 4 */
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unsigned char dest_mac [ ]={0 x00 , 0 x24 , 0 xb2 , 0 x5a , 0 x9f , 0 x82 } ;
i n t band = hw−>conf . channel−>band ;
s t r u c t ieee80211_supported_band * sband = &sc−>sbands [ band ] ;
unsigned long c u r r e n t_ j i f f i e s , data_txed=0;
i n t txop_req = 0 , txop_remain = 0 ;
v o l a t i l e unsigned long ds_delay ;
__le16 f c ;
__le32 * qos_contro l ;
s t r u c t ieee80211_tx_info * tx_info , * tx_info_txop_end ;
s t r u c t ieee80211_sta s ta ;
i n t pkt_cnt = 0 , e r r o r = 0 ;
skb = al loc_skb (1600 , GFP_KERNEL) ;
i f ( ! skb )
{
pr in tk ("\nSKB ALLOCATION ERROR IN TI−MAC TASK\n " ) ;
r e turn ;
}
skb_txop_end = al loc_skb (100 , GFP_KERNEL) ;
i f ( ! skb_txop_end )
{
pr in tk ("\ skb_txop_end ALLOCATION ERROR IN TI−MAC TASK\n " ) ;
r e turn ;
}
tx_info = IEEE80211_SKB_CB( skb ) ;
memset ( tx_info , 0 , s i z e o f (* tx_info ) ) ;
tx_info_txop_end = IEEE80211_SKB_CB( skb_txop_end ) ;
memset ( tx_info_txop_end , 0 , s i z e o f ( * tx_info_txop_end ) ) ;
memset(&qos_hdr , 0 , s i z e o f ( qos_hdr ) ) ;
memset(& txc t l , 0 , s i z e o f ( t x c t l ) ) ;
/*memset(&sta , 0 , s i z e o f ( s ta ) ) ;
tx_info−>con t r o l . s ta = &sta ; */
tx_info−>f l a g s=0x14 ;
tx_info−>band=band ;
tx_info−>con t r o l . r a t e s [ 0 ] . idx = 9 ;
tx_info−>con t r o l . r a t e s [ 0 ] . count = 1 ;
tx_info_txop_end−>f l a g s=0x14 ;
tx_info_txop_end−>band=band ;
tx_info_txop_end−>con t r o l . r a t e s [ 0 ] . idx = 1 ;
tx_info_txop_end−>con t r o l . r a t e s [ 0 ] . count = 4 ;
skb_reserve ( skb , 100 ) ;
memset ( skb_put ( skb , 1050) , 0x33 , 1050 ) ;
f c = cpu_to_le16 (IEEE80211_FTYPE_DATA | IEEE80211_STYPE_QOS_DATA) ;
skb_reserve ( skb_txop_end , 4 0 ) ;
memset ( skb_put ( skb_txop_end , 2 ) , 0xdd , 2 ) ;
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qos_hdr . frame_control = f c ;
qos_hdr . duration_id = 0x00 ;
qos_hdr . s eq_ct r l =0;
/* BSSID SA DA */
memcpy( qos_hdr . addr1 , dest_mac , ETH_ALEN) ;
memcpy( qos_hdr . addr2 , src_mac , ETH_ALEN) ;
memcpy( qos_hdr . addr3 , dest_mac , ETH_ALEN) ;
qos_contro l = (__le32 *) skb_push ( skb , 4 ) ;
memcpy( skb_push ( skb , 24) , &qos_hdr , 2 4 ) ;
* qos_contro l = 0x21002100 ;
qos_contro l = (__le32 *) skb_push ( skb_txop_end , 4 ) ;
memcpy( skb_push ( skb_txop_end , 24) , &qos_hdr , 2 4 ) ;
* qos_contro l = 0x01000100 ;
skb−>p r i o r i t y = 1 ;
skb_set_queue_mapping ( skb , 3 ) ;
skb_txop_end−>p r i o r i t y = 1 ;
skb_set_queue_mapping ( skb_txop_end , 3 ) ;
t x c t l . txq = sc−>tx . txq_map [ skb_get_queue_mapping ( skb ) ] ;
ds_delay = msec s_to_j i f f i e s ( 5 000 ) ;
set_current_state (TASK_UNINTERRUPTIBLE) ;
schedule_timeout ( ds_delay ) ;
ath9k_disable_ps ( sc ) ;
sc−>wtn_sta_task = current ;
p r in tk ("\ nCurrent Task = %d " , sc−>wtn_sta_task ) ;
p r in tk ("\nTXOP_REQUIRED = %d" , ( ( ( ( skb−>len + 4)*8)/36) + 158+20)) ;
set_user_nice ( current , −20);
whi l e (1 )
{
txop_remain = ( sc−>wtn_txop_j i f f i e s ) *10*1000 ; /* microsec */
txop_req = ( ( ( skb−>len + 4/*FCS=4*/)*8/* b i t s */)/36/* r a t e */) + 158+20;/* in uSec */
whi l e ( txop_remain >= txop_req )
{
i f ( skb−>data [ 2 2 ] == 0 xf0 )
skb−>data [ 2 2 ] = 0x00 ; /* Reset the Seq Control */
pkt_txed = f a l s e ;
i f ( txop_req <= txop_remain )
{
i f ( ath_wtn_tx_start (hw, skb , &t x c t l ) !=0)
{
pr in tk ("\n STA PKT ERROR \n " ) ;
}
/* Wait f o r TX INT */
skb−>data [ 2 2 ] += 0x10 ;/ * Update seq num */
whi l e ( ! pkt_txed ) ;
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txop_remain −= txop_req ;
}
/* t h i s de lay was added f o r 54mbps , f o r 12 ,9 ,6 ,2 r e s u l t s were
taken without t h i s */
udelay ( 2 0 ) ;
}
i f ( skb_txop_end−>data [ 2 2 ] == 0 xf0 )
skb_txop_end−>data [ 2 2 ] = 0x00 ; /* Reset the Seq Control */
pkt_txed = f a l s e ;
i f ( ath_wtn_tx_start (hw, skb_txop_end , &t x c t l ) !=0)
{
pr in tk ("\n STA PKT ERROR \n " ) ;
}
/* Wait f o r TX INT */
skb_txop_end−>data [ 2 2 ] += 0x10 ;/ * Update seq num */
whi l e ( ! pkt_txed ) ;
i f ( wtn_sta_task_started==f a l s e )
break ;
set_current_state (TASK_UNINTERRUPTIBLE) ;
schedu le ( ) ;
}
kfree_skb ( skb ) ;
r e turn ;
}
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